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An ab Initio Study of Cobalt(II) Complexes as Possible Corrosion Products in a
CANDU Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR)

by Daniel Charles Murray Whynot

Abstract

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and CANDU are currently developing a Gen-IV
Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR). The SCWR offers advantages of increased
thermal efficiency and sustainability, but at the cost of operating under extreme
conditions (650°C and 25 MPa). Under these conditions, transition metals from the
construction materials could dissolve and form complexes with surrounding anions and
reprecipitate on the pipes and valves of the reactor, causing corrosion. Cobalt is one
transition metal of interest because it exists in small quantities in many metal alloys and
becomes highly reactive when bombarded with neutrons. Comprehensive ab initio
computational studies were performed on cobalt(II) complexes containing water,
chloride, hydroxide and ammonia ligands. For all molecules studied, optimized
geometries were obtained as well as vibrational stretching frequencies, which were
compared to experimental data, where possible, so that the most likely species to exist
inside the reactor could be predicted.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR)
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) and CANDU are currently developing

concepts for Generation IV nuclear reactors'. One of the most promising concepts is the
Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR), expected to come online by 2025, which
offers advantages in the areas of sustainability, safety and an increase in thermal
efficiency of -50% vs. 33% in current Light Water Reactors (LWRs)2. The SCWR will
employ a single phase coolant with high enthalpy and will eliminate components such as
"S

steam generators and steam separators .
The SCWR will operate at extreme temperatures and pressures that are expected
to be in the region of 650°C and 25 MPa respectively, leaving the operating conditions
well beyond the critical point of water (374°C and 22.1 MPa). Because of the extreme
operating conditions it becomes very important to understand the water chemistry at these
extreme temperatures and pressures, with the most important region possibly being from
300-450°C where there is a considerable change in the properties of water. The long-term
viability of the SCWR will largely depend on the ability to predict and control the water
chemistry in the reactor environment.
Due to the existence of supercritical water inside this reactor, some of the basic
properties of a supercritical fluid should be mentioned. Some of these properties are: (i) it
is a single-phase fluid whose density can vary significantly when temperature and

1

pressure are changed, but does not undergo any phase changes; (ii) the fluid is highly
compressible and generally has vapor-like properties (at the SCWR conditions); and (iii)
the fluid is limited as ionic solvents, that is, although they are expected to carry trace
amounts of many metals, they cannot dissolve the same order of magnitude that would be
expected of a proper subcritical liquid-like solution. As water approaches its critical point
(as temperature increases) the properties of the water will change significantly. There will
be no distinct liquid and gas phases, the fluid will be able to effuse through solids like a
gas, but be able to dissolve materials like a liquid and right around the critical point the
density will change significantly with small changes in temperature and pressure.
One major issue affecting the development of the SCWR is the possibility of
corrosion occurring in the pipes and valves of the water loop of the reactor. Corrosion of
the pipes and valves could lead to weak spots and/or cracks in the construction material
and ultimately leakage of radioactive byproducts. One type of corrosion may be caused
by transition metals, existing in the construction material, dissolving and forming aqua
ions which could then combine with surrounding anions that are present inside the water
loop to create neutral complexes. These corrosion products may then be transported
throughout the loop and settle in low-lying areas (i.e. connections between pipes) or
reprecipitate in the pumps or valves thereby corroding these areas and altering the water
chemistry.
1.2

Cobalt
Cobalt is a group IX transition metal with atomic number 27 and symbol Co.

Cobalt compounds have been known since about 2600 BC, being found as the blue glaze
2

on pottery in Egyptian tombs3. The source of the blue color was recognized in 1735 by
the Swedish chemist G. Brandt, who isolated a very impure metal, or "regulus", which he
named "cobalt rex"4. In 1780 T. O. Bergman showed this to be a new element4. The name
of the element is derived from the German word Kobald which means goblin, a name
possibly assigned because of the stench in roasting its arsenic-containing ores3. Cobalt is
a hard lustrous bluish-white metal which acquires a somewhat inert coat of C03O4 in air3.
Cobalt makes up approximately 0.0029% of the earth's crust and though widely
distributed, stands only thirteenth in order of abundance and is less common than all
other elements of the first transition series except scandium4. Cobalt occurs in rocks, sea
waters, mineral waters, coal, soils, plants and animals5. A low level of cobalt, chiefly in
the vitamin B12 complex, is necessary for human health3. The distribution of Co is
influenced by the solubility in natural waters and its precipitation with changes in pH and
other conditions5.
Prior to 1914 very little cobalt metal was produced with the oxide being the
marketable form of the element6. Around this time however, there were two factors
responsible for the development of methods designed to produce the metal6. Firstly, there
was a war that demanded research into ferrous alloying metals, and secondly there was
support from the Canadian government for comprehensive investigation into the
properties and uses of Co to aid in the rapidly growing Canadian industry6. Before the
war most of the production of cobalt went to the ceramic industry (oxide form) to serve
as a glaze coloring on china, porcelain, pottery and glass, and after this period it was used
to make tools (steel alloys), permanent magnets and other alloys. The major deposits of
3

cobalt are found in Africa (Democratic Republic of the Congo, Zimbabwe and Morocco),
Canada, United States, Finland and Russia5.
Cobalt exists in oxidation states of -1, 0, +1, +2 and +3. Cobalt is more stable in
the +2 oxidation state than in the +3 oxidation state except in hydroxides, where the
stability is reversed7. These two oxidation states are also the most important in aqueous
chemistry. Cobalt(II) complexes involving chloride, hydroxide, ammonia, and water
along with their importance in the development of SCWRs are the focus of this thesis and
will be discussed individually in the sections to follow.
1.2.1

The Importance of Studying Cobalt in Relation to SCWRs
The operating conditions of the SCWR make cobalt an appealing metal for

development of construction materials for the reactor. Cobalt metal by itself is not very
useful but when alloyed with other metals it can provide many benefits. Cobalt-based
alloys can provide wear resistance, resistance to aqueous corrosion and can be used for
high-temperature environments8. Cobalt alloys were developed in the early 1900s for
resisting corrosive environments and for high-temperature strength and hardness8. The
alloys are used in cutting tools operating in aggressive chemical media, steam valves and
valve seats, pressure gauges, bushings, nozzles, pressure seats and implant materials for
the human body8. The properties of corrosion resistance and high-temperature and
pressure strength make these alloys a possible candidate for construction materials for the
SCWR. In fact, many of the metal alloys being considered for the construction materials
of the SCWR do contain a small amount of cobalt9'10.

4

There are two issues with using cobalt which provide reasons for wanting to
investigate cobalt complexes. The first issue is that transition metals, in which cobalt is
included, may dissolve and contaminate the reactor environment due to the operating
conditions. At low temperatures the transition metals tend to form aqua ions (e.g.
[Co(H20)6]2+). At high temperatures, due to the much lower dielectric constant of water
(~8 vs ~80 at room temperature), transition metals tend to form neutral complexes with
surrounding anions and water and/or ammonia, which may be added into the reactor for
pH adjustment. The anions may be introduced via leaking through the cooling system
(i.e. CI" ions in river water) or from the addition of water itself (OH" ions). This leads to
the second issue and reason why cobalt may be more important to study than other
transition metals commonly found in metal alloys, such as nickel, iron and chromium.
There is a possibility of the highly radioactive isotope
naturally occurring isotope

59Co

60Co

being produced11 when the

is bombarded by neutrons emitted from the reactor core

as in the following schematic:

(1)
Therefore it is important to understand and predict the possible complexes cobalt will
form under the conditions of the SCWR so that corrosion due to cobalt complex
formation and transportation throughout the reactor can be controlled. All of the
complexes were studied up to and including the six-coordinate species.

5

1.3

Quantum Mechanics
Classical mechanics was developed in part due to Newton's laws of motion, but is

somewhat restricted to only describing the motion of macroscopic objects that have
associated speeds which are not approaching the speed of light. The theory of quantum
mechanics was developed after a series of observations were made that could not be
explained by classical mechanics. These observations include blackbody radiation, the
photoelectric effect, heat capacity properties, atomic spectra and de Broglie waves.
Blackbody radiation refers to the radiation emitted by a blackbody, an ideal body
which absorbs and emits radiation at all frequencies12. The failure of classical mechanics
in this realm was first recognized clearly by Planck in 1901, when he assumed that the
blackbody was composed of harmonic oscillators and found that the absorption or
emission of radiation was not continuous as thought by classical mechanics13. The
ejection of electrons from the surface of a metal by radiation is called the photoelectric
10
effect . As explained by Einstein, if the kinetic energy of the emitted electrons is plotted
against the frequency of incident light, you get a straight line, which is independent of the
intensity of incident light at constant frequency13. Classical mechanics predicts that the
kinetic energy of the electrons should increase with increasing intensity of incident
radiation.
A heat capacity is defined as the amount of heat required to change a substance's
temperature by a given amount. The classical result says that the molar heat capacity at
constant volume, Cv, is equal to 3R, where R is the molar gas constant12. However,
according to experimental findings, the classical result is only true at high temperatures
6

and Cv decreases and goes to zero as the temperature is lowered and approaches zero
I
Kelvin . Bohr's development in the theory of the hydrogen spectrum, in which a pattern
")

was found in the wavelengths or frequencies of the spectral lines combined with de
Broglie's postulate that electrons and other particles have waves associated with them14
both contribute to the wave nature of particles. Quantum mechanics, differing from
classical mechanics, suggests that matter has both particle-like and wave-like properties
and has therefore led to what is known as wave-particle duality.
Accounting for wave character in mechanical systems leads to the concept of a
wavefunction, denoted by the Greek letter if/. The wavefunction serves an important role
in quantum mechanics. The most fundamental equation in quantum mechanics, the
Schrodinger equation, was first proposed by an Austrian physicist, Erwin Schrodinger, in
192615 and in its condensed version can be written as:

Hi//= Eif/

(2)

t
The solutions to the Schrodinger equation are wavefunctions . A wavefunction gives a
complete quantum-mechanical description of any system . The wavefunction is
considered to be an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian operator, H, because when the
Hamiltonian is applied to the wavefunction you get the wavefunction back along with the
constant, E, which is an eigenvalue of the wavefunction. The Hamiltonian,

(3)

7

is a specific operator which contains both potential and kinetic energy parts12, where h is
V , where h is Planck's constant; m is equal to the particle mass; V(x) is the
equal to %
/2n
potential energy of the particle at position x.
The above Schrodinger equation is time-independent and it therefore gives
solutions called stationary-state wavefunctions, which provides sufficient information to
solve many problems chemists are interested in. The equation is also one-dimensional, as
indicated by the single x variable, and is often used to describe the simple, yet very
instructive particle-in-a-box problem. The problem applies the Schrodinger equation to a
free particle of mass m that is restricted to lie along a one-dimensional interval of length
a, and is used to introduce the probabilistic interpretation of wave functions which can
10
then be applied to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle . The Heisenberg uncertainty
principle says that you cannot know both the position and momentum of the particle of
interest simultaneously due to the wavelike properties of the particle and therefore there
are lower limits to the uncertainty (4) of a given measureable observable16.
h
AxAp > —

(4)

The one-dimensional Schrodinger equation can be extended to include three
dimensions, x, y and z giving a new equation:

(5)
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This equation can be condensed to give:
h2
— V 2 y / ( x , y , z )= Ei//(x,y,z)
2m

(6)

The difference between (5) and (6) is the operator with the symbol V2, which is referred
to as the Laplacian operator and is equivalent to:

V2 = fiV
dx2

dV
dy2

dz2

(7)

These few equations are the basis of all atomic and molecular computational chemistry
calculations and solving the Schrodinger equation is central to solving all quantum
mechanical problems16.
1.4

Computational Chemistry

1.4.1

Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

The Schrodinger equation for the hydrogen atom can be solved exactly12. Without
approximations the Schrodinger equation for all atoms after hydrogen (two-body system)
and molecules cannot be solved exactly. This is due to the fact that there is more than one
electron which introduces an interelectronic repulsion term into the Schrodinger equation.
Even the simplest molecule, H2+ consists of three particles and its Schrodinger equation
cannot be solved analytically17. To overcome this issue the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation is adopted. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation, proposed by Max
Born and J. Robert Oppenheimer in 192718, simplifies the Schrodinger equation for
molecules. The approximation takes note of the great differences in masses of electrons
9

and nuclei and because of this difference the electron can respond almost instantaneously
to the displacement of the nuclei8. Therefore you can make an approximate separation of
a molecular Schrodinger equation into one for electronic motion and one for nuclear
i *y
(vibrational and rotational) motion by adjusting the wavefunction to:

^molecule ~~ Welectronic ^ Vnuclear

(8)

Therefore instead of trying to solve the Schrodinger equation for all the particles
simultaneously, it is possible to regard the nuclei as fixed in position and to solve the
equation for the electrons in the static electric potential arising from the nuclei in that
particular arrangement8. The nuclei arrangements can then be changed and the calculation
repeated, ultimately resulting in a molecular potential energy curve for the given species
which will contain a minimum corresponding to the equilibrium conformation of the
molecule. Even with the use of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the only molecule
that has an exact solution to the Schrodinger equation is the hydrogen ion, H2+. A
restriction to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is that it is very reliable for ground
Q
electronic states, but is less reliable for excited states .
1.4.2

Basis Sets
Basis sets are an essential part to performing a successful computational

chemistry calculation on any molecule. A basis set is a set of mathematical functions
(basis functions), linear combinations of which yield molecular orbitals19. The linear
combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approach is used to approximately represent the

10

molecular orbitals (MO). The atomic orbitals associated with each nucleus are like the
hydrogen-like orbitals14 which are of the form:

v m (r,e,4)=R«(r)Yr (e,4)

(»)

Here the n, I and mi are quantum numbers corresponding to the energy level, subshell (s,
p, d, etc.) and the specific orbital within the subshell respectively; r, 6 and <j> are spherical
coordinate system parameters; R„i(r) is the hydrogen-like radial wave function that
depends on the quantum numbers n and / and Y™1 (0,0) refers to spherical harmonics.
The problem with the hydrogen atom wavefunctions is that they are not a good choice as
a starting point for systems with more than one electron due to electron shielding
effects16. The most commonly used basis sets for molecular systems are composed of
either Slater-type orbitals (STOs) or Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs).
Slater-type orbitals were introduced in the 1930s by John Slater12 and are of the
form:

= Ns-'e-«rr (0,+)

(10)

Gaussian-type orbitals are of the form,

G,„(r,6,4)= N/e-^Y," (9,4).

(11)

In equation (10) Nnl is the normalization constant, r is the distance between the nucleus
and the electron, C, (zeta) is the effective charge at the nucleus and Y™1(0,0) are the
spherical harmonics. In equation (11) there is a shielding constant a. Slater-type orbitals
11

and Gaussian-type orbitals differ primarily and most importantly in the exponential term.
Slater-type orbitals are ideal in describing atomic orbitals as they have a proper cusp at
the nucleus (r = 0), as indicated by the dependence on r in equation (10). The problem
with using STOs in molecular calculations is that there is a high computational cost due
to the cusp, or discontinuity, at the nucleus. Because of the extra computational cost,
STOs are primarily used for calculations of small atomic and diatomic systems19.
Gaussian-type orbitals differ from STOs at small values of r, where GTOs are lower and
have a slope of zero at r = 0 (r2 dependence) and also at large values of r, where GTOs
are smaller than STOs. The discrepancy between a Slater orbital and a Gaussian orbital
1?
turns out to be significant in molecular calculations . To overcome this difficulty, linear
combinations of Gaussian functions are used to curve-fit one Slater orbital, the fit
10
improving with the number of Gaussian functions used . This results in an increase in
the number of integrals that must be solved in a computation; however, the computational
time is less for GTOs than for STOs16. The reason for the decreased computational time
is because the product of two Gaussian functions centered at two different nuclei are
equal to a single Gaussian centered at a third point16.
The number of Gaussian functions used in the LCAO approach needs to be
determined. The individual Gaussian functions are called primitive Gaussians and when a
linear combination of Gaussian functions is taken to represent the Slater orbital it is
called a contracted Gaussian function. This contracted Gaussian is treated as a single
fixed function in subsequent calculations. In order to produce a precise molecular orbital,
an infinite basis set should be used16. In reality only finite basis sets can be used. When
12

the smallest number of functions is used it is referred to as a minimal basis set. A
minimal basis set is comprised of the minimum number of atomic orbitals needed to hold
all of the electrons in a given atom16. There are two shortcomings with using a minimal
basis set for molecular systems. One shortcoming is that all basis functions are either
themselves spherical (s functions) or come in sets that describe a sphere (p functions)16.
The other is that the basis functions are atom centered, which restricts the flexibility of
the functions to describe electron distribution between the nuclei to form chemical
bonds16. The net effect of these limitations is to make molecules too ionic and bonds too
long16. The easy way to overcome these problems is to use a basis set that is composed of
more functions. This will allow for more adjustable parameters in the optimization, but
will come at a computational cost. The solution to the problem of the minimal basis
function being too spherical is to introduce a split-valence basis set. In a split-valence
basis set the valence atomic orbitals are split into two parts: an inner compact orbital, and
an outer more diffuse one16. A commonly used split-valence basis set is 3-21G. This
nomenclature indicates that the core orbitals (represented by the first number) are made
up of 3 Gaussian functions16. The inner valence orbitals are made up of 2 Gaussian
functions and the outer valence orbitals are made up of 1 Gaussian function16, as
indicated by the last two numbers. To overcome the problem of the basis functions being
atom centered, polarization functions can be added to the basis set. The result of adding
polarization functions is that d character can be added to the valence electrons in a p
orbital. The addition of polarization functions is denoted by adding a

at the end of the

basis set. An example of a polarization basis set is 6-31G*, which indicates that d orbitals
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have been added to the p orbitals of the 6-31G basis set. Polarization can also be used to
add p orbitals to hydrogen atoms. This is done by adding an additional

to the end of

the basis set, with an example being 6-31G**.
In addition to adding polarization it is sometimes desirable to add what are called
diffuse functions12. Diffuse functions are Gaussian functions with fairly small orbital
exponents, which cause the Gaussian functions to be large in extent12. Diffuse functions
are particularly useful for describing electrons that are relatively far from the nucleus,
such as lone-pair electrons or electrons in anions12. One diffuse function, composed of a
single Gaussian function, is added to each valence orbital of the atoms beyond helium12.
Diffuse functions are indicated in a basis set by the addition of a "+" before the G, such
as 6-31+G*. Diffuse functions can also be added to hydrogen atoms by inserting an
additional "+" before the G in the basis set.
1.4.3 Hartree-Fock Method
The Hartree-Fock approximation is the standard first approximation for all atomic
and molecular calculations in modern quantum chemistry12. This approximation gives the
optimal molecular orbital representation of the electronic structure of a molecule12. The
Hartree-Fock method is used to solve the wavefunctions of molecules and gives
molecular information such as geometries and bond lengths which gives an indication of
reactivity. This is considered an approximation method because the very concept of
molecular orbitals, or atomic orbitals in the case of atoms, assumes that the electrons
interact in some average potential12. The Hartree-Fock method obeys the Pauli exclusion
principle by stating that all electronic wavefunctions must be antisymmetric under the
14

interchange of any two electrons12. The Pauli exclusion principle is most commonly
known to state that no two electrons in an atom can have the same values for all four
quantum numbers, n, I, mi and ms. Antisymmetric wavefunctions can be represented by
Slater determinants which are of the form:

>F(1,2,...,2JV) =

'

if/,a(\)

y/,p{ 1)

•••

if/ N a( 1)

y/ N P( l )

yxa( 2)

y x P( 2 )

•••

y/ N a( 2 )

VNP{2)

yNa{2N)

yNP(2N)

y/,a{2N) ^ P ( 2 N ) •••

(12)

for a closed-shell system containing 2N electrons, in which the wavefunctions are
represented by N doubly occupied spatial orbitals12. The 2N represents the number of
electrons, each of which has a spin of a or p. The equation is normalized with the
normalization constant being the fraction in front of the determinant. The wavefunctions
in the determinant are antisymmetric because of two important properties of
determinants. The first is that the value of a determinant changes sign when any two rows
or any two columns of the determinant are interchanged (i.e. interchange two electrons)
and the second is that a determinant is equal to zero if any two rows or any two columns
are the same12 (i.e. two electrons occupy the same spin orbital). The Hamiltonian operator
for a 2N electron molecule with M nuclei is given by:
1 2#

, M JV „

2N

1

M M _ „

»-3Zv?-ZI Z t +ZS 1 +ZZ^ Z l
1=1
(=1 A=1 fiA
(=1 j>i f i j
A B<A K AB

M>

The first term represents the kinetic energy of the electrons, the second term is the
interaction of each electron with each nucleus, the third term is the electron-electron
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interactions and the fourth term represents the intemuclear repulsion. The intemuclear
repulsion terms can be ignored initially because they are constants for a given molecular
geometry. The energy, in bra-ket notation is given by:

E=(v(1,2,~,2N) IH |¥(1,2,...,2A^

(14)

which can be written as:

E=2f4Ij,f4jj2J,J-K,j)
<=i
1=1 j=i

(15)

In equation (15) lj, Jtj and KtJ are represented by:
(

t

M

V

Z

A

7 \
rjA

)

Jo

= I\dr\dri¥t (i )v] (r2 )-^rV,(i) v j { h )
rU

(17)

K

= J\dr x dr 2 y/] (r x )y/] (r 2 )—y/ l {r 2 ) ¥ / j (r x )
ri2

(18)

u

Jtj integrals are called Coulomb integrals and the Kl} integrals are called exchange
integrals. The spatial orbitals y, are determined by applying the variational principle to
equation (15). The variational principle states that if any trial wavefunction that is not the
ground-state wavefunction is used, it will produce an energy that is greater than the
ground-state energy. If the trial wavefunction depends on some arbitrary parameters
called variational parameters, the energy will also depend on these parameters. This
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allows the energy to be minimized with respect to each of the variational parameters and
therefore approach the ground-state energy. When the variational principle is applied, the
result is:

F{r\)vA r \) = s,vAr\)

(19>

The eigenvalue of equation (19) is called the Hartree-Fock orbital energy, F(rx) is the
Fock operator and is represented by:

1

\

r

j

[ti,

( i )• - ) ]

L

<2»>

J

where Jj(rx) is the Coulomb operator given by:

Jj{rx)v,(rl) = V,M \dw]{r2)—Vjfa)
ri2

(21)

and Kj(r{) is the exchange operator given by:

M L ) I N ) = W J (l) \DW) IR2)—V,{H)
ri2

(22)

The Hartree-Fock equations must be solved by a self-consistent procedure, which is
described in the next section.
The Hartree-Fock approximation yields the best energy that can be obtained using
a determinantal wavefunction consisting of spin orbitals12. The HF method does have
some limitations though. One of the limitations of HF calculations is that they do not
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include electron correlation . This means that HF takes into account the average effect of
")(\

electron repulsion, but not the explicit electron-electron interaction . The correlation
energy can be defined as the exact energy minus the Hartree-Fock energy as in:

Ecorr

= &exact

~^HF

(23)

This difference turns out to be very small for small atoms and diatomic molecules. The
correlation energy increases with the number of electrons, so the inclusion of correlation
I
is an important goal in quantum chemistry . Correlation in quantum chemical
calculations is important for many reasons. Including correlation generally improves the
accuracy of computed energies and molecular geometries20. For organic molecules,
correlation is an extra correction for very-high-accuracy work, but is not generally
needed to obtain quantitative results, where transition metal systems often require
correlation in order to obtain results that are qualitatively correct20. Two types of
calculations that begin with HF energies and then correct for correlation, Moller-Plesset
perturbation theory and B3LYP hybrid density functional theory, will be discussed in
later sections.
1.4.4 Self-Consistent Field
As mentioned, the Hartree-Fock equations must be solved by using a selfconsistent procedure. In particular the equation of interest is (19). Initially, a set of
orbitals if)ifa) are assumed. Then the coulomb operator, /;(r), and the exchange
operator, Rj(r), can be evaluated which are used to evaluate the Fock operator, P(r). The
Fock operator can then be used with equation (19) to calculate a new set of
18

wavefunctions. This new set of wavefunctions can then be used to calculate the new
coulomb and exchange operators, which are used to calculate the new Fock operator and
subsequently a newer set of wavefunctions. This iterative process is continued until the
energies and wavefunctions (molecular orbitals) have converged, or are self-consistent.
Convergence has occurred when the new wavefunctions are the same, or sufficiently
close. The procedure is referred to as the self-consistent field method (SCF).
1.4.5 Meller-Plesset Perturbation Theory
Correlation can be added as a perturbation from the Hartree-Fock wavefunction .
This method is called M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory and is considered a post HartreeFock method. Its main idea was first published in 1934 by Christian Meller and Milton S.
1
Plesset . The basic idea of Meller-Plesset perturbation theory is to start with the Hartree")

Fock wavefunction as the unperturbed wavefunction and then to improve it
19
systematically by perturbation theory . This allows for a correction to be made for the
electron correlation in a many-electron system. It turns out that the M0ller-Plesset (MP)
perturbation theory energy through first order is equal to the Hartree-Fock energy and
second-order MP perturbation theory is the first correction to Hartree-Fock results and is
designated by MP212. The problem that needs to be solved is still the Schrodinger
equation, but now there is a correction being made to the Hamiltonian operator as in:

H=H

(o)

^0)
+ AH

In this equation /?® is the unperturbed Hamiltonian operator,

(24)
is the perturbed

Hamiltonian operator and X is an arbitrary parameter used to keep track of the order of
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perturbation (where terms in I give first-order corrections, terms in A give second-order
corrections and so on). There are also corrections made to the wavefunction and energy
terms represented by:

¥„ = V(n°] +

^ V?} +...

(25)

^=^0) + ^1)+A2£f) + ...

(26)

The first-order correction to

where

The

is E^ and through first-order the energy is given by:

3,^ + JSf

(27)

^"=Kptf(Vr«fr

(2«)

is given by:

in the superscript of the wavefunction in (28) indicates that it is the complex

conjugate of the wavefunction. The first-order MP correction to the energy is the HartreeFock energy and therefore the first correction to the HF energy, resulting from electron
correlation, is given by second-order Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2). The
second-order correction to the wavefunction gives the energy through second-order as:
£„=£<0) + £® + £f

with an energy correction of

(2)

(29)

which is given as:
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Successive terms in their series grow progressively less important, and good results can
10
be obtained with just a few terms . In general, bond lengths based on MP2 are in
o
excellent agreement with experimental bonds involving hydrogen . However the same
cannot be said in general for multiple bonds8. The most significant advantage of using
correlated models is to obtain reliable thermodynamic information16. The biggest
disadvantage of Nteller-Plesset calculations is that they are not variational as in HartreeFock calculations. This means that the result of the energy calculation is not an upper
bound to the exact energy. In fact, it is not uncommon to find MP2 calculations that give
total energies below the exact total energy20. Another disadvantage of Moller-Plesset
perturbation theory, although becoming less of a disadvantage as computing technology
improves, is that it is more computationally expensive than Hartree-Fock calculations.
1.4.6

Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) was developed in the 1960s by Pierre Hohenberg

and Walter Kohn and Walter Kohn and Lu Jeu Sham , and is largely used today by the
quantum chemical community in calculations on complex molecular systems24. Density
functional theory begins with the concept of electron probability density. Not only is the
electron density simpler than the wavefunction, it can be determined experimentally by
X-ray diffraction or electron diffraction techniques12. Thus it would appear desirable to
formulate

quantum

chemistry

in

terms

of

the

electron

density,
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p(x,) = N^dx2 • ••<ix:v4/vF*
wavefunction

instead of the much more detailed
n.

many-electron

Hohenberg and Kohn published two remarkable results.

The first was that they showed it was indeed possible to express the ground-state energy,
as well as all other ground-state molecular properties, as an integral involving the
1"7
electron density as indicated in:
E= E[p]

(31)

The square bracket denotes an integral, in this case involving the electron density p. In
equation (31), the electronic energy E is said to be a functional of the electron density,
denoted by E\p\, in the sense that for a given function p{r), there is a single
corresponding energy17. The problem with the first theorem is that it does not give the
form of the functional dependence of energy on the density: it confirms only that such a
functional exists17. The second thing that Hohenberg-Kohn showed was that (31) is
variational in the sense that if E0 and p0 are exact quantities, then the following is true:
E 0 = E[p Q ]< E[p]

(32)

where p is any trial electron density. These two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems opened up an
an entirely different approach to quantum chemistry, bypassing wavefunctions in favor of
electron densities'2. The next major step in the development of DFT came with the
derivation of a set of one-electron equations from which in theory the electron density p
could be obtained23. The functional derivative of the electronic energy is nothing but the
effective one-electron Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian HKS as given by:
22

(33)

where Vejf (r) is the effective potential given by:

veff

(r)=

(r ) •+ VCoul (r) + V x c (r)

(34)

In this equation Vnuc (r) is the attractive potential arising from the nuclei, VCou, (r) is the
Coulomb potential arising from the total electronic density that is sometimes referred to
as a "screening" potential and Vxc (r) is the exchange-correlation potential which is also
a functional of the electron density and takes into account all non-classical electronelectron interactions. The mathematical representation of Vnuc (r) and VCoul (r) are given
by:

(35)

(36)

The exchange-correlation is not known exactly and therefore approximations have to be
used. The most used functional to describe the exchange and correlation components is
B3LYP, which will be discussed shortly. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are then obtained from
the iterative SCF solution of the corresponding Kohn-Sham eigenvalue equations,
^KS

H

(r)Vi(r)= elVi(r)

(37)
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much as is done for the HF calculations seen previously24. Here Vi(r) are the oneelectron Kohn-Sham orbitals. First there is an initial guess for the charge density p which
is used to compute the exchange-correlation potential as a function of r. Then the
equation is solved for an initial set of Kohn-Sham orbitals which are used to compute an
improved density and the process is repeated until the density and exchange-correlation
energy have converged to within some accepted value. The electronic energy can then be
computed.
Much of the research in DFT has involved the development of various
approximations for £[/?]. One successful commonly used approximation is due to work
completed by Becke, Lee, Yang, and Parr and is called the BLYP functional. This
functional is referred to as a gradient-corrected functional and involves both the values of
the electron spin densities and their gradients . The functional used in this thesis is a
hybrid functional. Hybrid functionals define the exchange functional as a linear
combination of Hartree-Fock, local, and gradient-corrected exchange terms; this
exchange functional is then combined with a local and/or gradient-corrected correlation
functional25. The best known of these hybrid functionals is Becke's three-parameter
exchange26 formulation that is combined with Lee, Yang and Parr's correlation
functional27 known as B3LYP. The B3LYP method is defined by28:
EBxlLYP = (1 - a ) EfDA + aET + btJLf* + (l - c) E^A + cE™

(38)

In this equation a, b and c are semiempirical coefficients determined by an appropriate fit
to experimental data. Becke suggested that the coefficients have values of a = 0 . 2 ,
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6 = 0.72 and c = 0.81 based on fitting to heats of formation of small molecules . In
equation (38) E'XSDA and E'(SDA are the local-spin-density approximations for the
exchange and correlation energies respectively, E^"ct is the exact Hartree-Fock
exchange energy, M^88 is Becke's gradient correction to the exchange functional and
E':RP is the correlation functional suggested by Lee, Yang and Parr. The B3LYP hybrid

functional will be used throughout this thesis.
Much of the appeal of DFT is that its results are comparable to those of post-HF
I "J
methods, but the time required is comparable to that of HF calculations . Also, for
systems involving d-block metals, DFT yields results that very frequently agree more
closely with experiment than HF calculations do17. Therefore, DFT is very appealing in
this work because of the involvement of cobalt as the central atom in the complexes
studied. DFT does have disadvantages and perhaps the most serious deficiency is that the
method cannot be improved in a systematic manner. Other electron correlation methods
can sometimes achieve better results by including more terms in their expansions (i.e.
Meller-Plesset perturbation theory). Improvements in DFT depend upon the construction
of better functional12.
1.5

Conductor-like Screening Model (COSMO)
The Conductor-like Screening Model, or COSMO, is a dielectric continuum

model developed by Klamt and Schiiurmann30. These models are used to determine the
electrostatic interactions between the molecule of interest and a solvent. In these models
the solute molecule is embedded in a dielectric continuum of permittivity e26. Thus the
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solute forms a cavity within the dielectric26. The COSMO model assumes that the
surrounding medium is well modeled as a conductor which simplifies the electrostatics
computations, and corrections are made for dielectric behavior31. The cavity surface, i.e.
the interface between the cavity and the dielectric is usually called the 'solvent accessible
surface' (SAS) . The response of a homogeneous dielectric continuum to any charge
distribution of the solute consists of a surface charge distribution on the interface arising
from the polarization of the dielectric medium26. COSMO is used to calculate the energy
of the interaction between the solute molecule and the solvent. COSMO is part of a group
of methods referred to as polarizable continuum models (PCM). Specifically, this
research will incorporate the conductor-like PCM (C-PCM) model to calculate the total
free energy in solution of stable molecules. This method is applicable to the work
completed in this thesis because the molecules that are investigated will be found inside
the SCWR environment which will consist of supercritical water. Although the dielectric
constant of the water inside the reactor will be considerably lower than water under
standard conditions, these calculations will provide a good starting point for the COSMO
study.
1.6.0 Research Objectives
The primary objective of this thesis is to perform a comprehensive ab initio
computational study of cobalt(II) complexes involving water, chloride, hydroxide and
ammonia ligands. These series of complexes will be studied up to and including the
hexacoordinate species. The studies will include geometry optimizations and bond length
and frequency analysis. Single-point C-PCM calculations will be performed on the
26

optimized B3LYP/6-31+G* Structures. Calculated polarized Raman spectra will be
plotted for the optimized HF/6-31+G* complexes. Although this research will not include
data at high temperature and pressure, it will provide a good starting point for the
experimental Raman work that will be performed at the University of Guelph by the Peter
Tremaine research group. Even with our Raman data being calculated at zero Kelvin and
in the gas phase it will still be applicable to the high temperature, high pressure
experiments because the frequencies will not actually deviate that much due to
anharmonicity and weaker molecular bonds at high temperatures. There could be
interference due to fluorescence (windows of sample chamber or the solution itself) as
well as the peaks may broaden and become less intense, but they will occur at
approximately the same wavenumbers.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.1

METHODS

Computational Methods
The calculations were performed using the Gaussian0332 software package

through the Atlantic Computational Excellence Network (ACEnet). ACEnet is a panAtlantic network of world-class, High-Performance Computing (HPC) clusters33. The
specific cluster used is located at Memorial University in Newfoundland and is named
'placentia'. The levels of theory used were Hartree-Fock (HF), second-order MallerPlesset perturbation theory (MP2) and B3LYP hybrid density functional theory. All of
these theories were combined with the 6-31+G* basis set. The molecular geometries were
fully optimized using a stepping stone approach, in which the geometries at the HF, MP2
and B3LYP levels were optimized sequentially. When this approach failed, due to ligand
dissociation, the problematic level was skipped. Default optimization specifications were
normally used. After geometry convergence of each level a frequency calculation was
performed and the resulting Hessian was used in the subsequent optimization
(geom=allcheck). Z-matrix coordinates were used to speed up the optimization process,
as required, to constrain the complexes to an appropriate symmetry. Since frequency
calculations were performed at each level, any problems with the z-matrix coordinates
would be indicated with the appearance of imaginary (negative) frequencies. Generally,
the molecule would initially be constrained to the highest possible symmetry. In the cases
where there were imaginary frequencies, the symmetry would be reduced based on the
mode of the imaginary frequencies and the optimizations would be performed again for
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the given level of theory. The Hessian was evaluated at the first geometry (Opt=CalcFC)
for the first level in the sequence in order to aid geometry convergence. All of the
optimizations were completed using a self-consistent field procedure (SCF) and in the
cases where the geometry optimization ran out of steps before convergence the input was
altered to Opt=Calcall. This alteration would perform a frequency calculation after each
step to check for convergence. Optimizations were carried out to completion for all levels
in the sequence even if one or more of the levels proved not to be local minima. This
ensured that no minimum energy structures were missed during the stepping stone
approach to optimization. Frequency analysis and pictures of the molecular geometries
were completed using MOLDEN34.
The polarized Raman spectra were plotted using a code created by my supervisor,
Dr. Cory C. Pye. These spectra were created from the frequency data obtained in the
output file of the HF/6-31+G* calculation primarily because Raman intensity calculations
are standard in Hartree-Fock frequency

calculations. Conductor-like polarizable

continuum model (C-PCM) calculations were performed only on the stable, optimized
B3LYP/6-31+G* structures. These calculations were single-point, room temperature
calculations and were completed by inserting SCRF=CPCM in the input line of the
calculation along with the level of theory and basis set. Water was used as the default
solvent, with a dielectric constant equal to 78.39 (value at 25°C).
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CHAPTER THREE

HYDRATED COBALT(II) AND
SINGLE-LIGAND COMPLEXES

The ab initio investigations of cobalt(II) complexes throughout this thesis involve
four ligands and the complexes that they make with the cobalt(II) ion. These ligands are
chloride (CI ), hydroxide (OH"), ammonia (NH3) and water (H2O). These ligands, and the
cobalt complexes of them, are all important with respect to the development of the
Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR). The formation of these complexes and their
transportation throughout the reactor environment may lead to corrosion of the pipes and
valves and, ultimately, a nuclear leakage.
This chapter includes the computational results and discussion/literature
comparison of the single-ligand cobalt(II) complexes. These aqua complexes were
studied up to and including the six-coordinate species. The chloro, hydroxo and ammine
complexes were studied up to six-coordinate with and without water molecules. The
water molecules were added to investigate how hydration affects the stability of the given
species. All of the results regarding total energies, bond lengths and vibrational
frequencies are from the HF, MP2 and B3LYP calculations utilizing the 6-31+G* basis
set. These calculations are all zero Kelvin, gas-phase calculations. Molecular geometries
are presented for the MP2/6-31+G* and B3LYP/6-31+G* calculations. The aqueous
C-PCM results are all from single-point calculations using the fully optimized B3LYP/
6-31+G* geometry. All simulated Raman spectra are from the vibrational frequency data
calculated at HF/6-31+G* because Raman intensities are standard for HF calculations.
30

All structures shown will only be those of the absolute energy minima, unless other local
minima were found that had noticeably different geometries.
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3.1

Water, Chloride, Hydroxide and Ammonia Ligands
Ab initio calculations were performed on the ligands involved with the cobalt(II)

complexes for reasons of stability comparison. Table 3A.1, found in the supplementary
materials section, gives the total energies of the ligands with the given levels of theory
(the basis set will be excluded in all energy tables because only results utilizing the
6-31+G* basis set will be reported). Also included in Table 3A.1 is the total free energy
in solution, calculated using C-PCM and the optimized B3LYP geometry.

Chloride

Cobalt(II)

Hydroxide

Water

Ammonia

Figure 3-1: The cobalt(II) and chloride ions as well as optimized MP2 and B3LYP
geometries for the remaining ligands used in the calculations of cobalt(II)
complexes.
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3.2

Aquacobalt(II) Complexes, [Co(H20)nJ2+, where n=l - 6
The Co(II) ion is known to form both octahedral and tetrahedral complexes7.

ai
Therefore it would seem that the aqua ion would be either [Co(H20)6] with octahedral
symmetry or [Co(H20)4]

94-

ic

with tetrahedral symmetry. Swift showed evidence that both

of these ions exist in equilibrium with each other, which was later confirmed with high
temperature experiments by Swaddle and Fabes.36 The hexaaquacobalt(II) ion is the most
recognized of the aquacobalt(II) complexes. Oxygen-17 NMR studies by Chmelnick and
Fiat

and H NMR studies by Matwiyoff and Darley

have given evidence for the

existence of the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion. X-ray crystallography studies have also shown
the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion to exist with anions of nitrate39, bromate40, hydrogen
phthalate41 and hydroxysulfate42, with the ion also existing in Tutton salts.43 The
hexaaquacobalt(II) (as well as penta- and tetraaquacobalt) ion was also studied in
photodissociation experiments by Faherty et al44 and spectrophotometry experiments by
Beaver et al45. There have been numerous ab initio studies involving the
hexaaquacobalt(II) ion. Akesson et al. studied the theoretical binding energies and Co-0
distances of the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion using SCF calculations with Huzinaga basis sets
and the MOLECULE-SWEDEN system of programs46. Akesson et al. also reported a
theoretical study involving water-exchange reactions involving the hexaaquacobalt(II)
ion as well as two geometries of the pentaaquacobalt(II) ion47. A similar study of water
exchange for hexaaqua ions was reported by Rotzinger48. In a series of reports by Gilson
and Krauss on the reinterpretation of the absorption spectra of hydrated Co2+, they found
optimized geometries for the hexahydrate as well as the hydroxopentahydrate,
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pentahydrate, hydroxotetrahydrate and the hydroxotrihydrate using CAS-MCSCF and
MCQDPT calculations with the GAMESS code49'50'51. Mendoza-Huizar et al. reported a
'y,

study on the electrochemical reduction of [Co(H20>6] , involving electronic charge
transfer and desolvation mechanisms, using semiempirical PM3, Hartree-Fock
pseudopotential ab initio and density functional theory . Deeth and Randell investigated
ligand field stabilization and activation energies of the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion using
density functional theory with the Amsterdam density functional program53. The spinstate stability of the [Co(H20)6]2+ ion was studied by Schmiedekamp et al. using the
Jaguar 3.5 and 4.0 software with the B3LYP functional coupled with both the LACVP**
and 6-31G** basis sets54. Garmer and Krauss studied metal substitution and the active
site of carbonic anhydrase using HF/CEP-31G with both the GAMESS and Gaussian
software55. Rulisek and Havlas studied the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion using various
computational methods (CASSCF(7,5) and CASPT2(7,5) with GAMESS and Gaussian)
to critically evaluate the accuracy of these methods56. Varadwaj and Marques used DFTX3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) with Gaussian software to investigate the structure, energetics
and topological properties of the electron density of the hexaaqua ion57. A study of
binding patterns in single-ligand complexes of first series transition metals by Magnusson
co

and Moriarty gives geometry information for the monoaquacobalt(II) ion .
3.2.1

Results
Stable structures were found for all aquacobalt(II) complexes up to and including

the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion. The total energies, including the aqueous C-PCM energy, for
all aqua complexes studied are given in Table 3A.2 in the supplementary materials. The
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lowest energy optimized MP2 and B3LYP structures of these complexes are given in
Figure 3-2 along with their respective symmetries.
The monohydrate and dihydrate did not cause any symmetry issues as the highest
possible symmetry proved to be stable for both levels of theory. The monohydrate has
C2v symmetry and the dihydrate has D2h symmetry. The trihydrate has a preferred
symmetry dependent on the level of theory. For MP2 the most stable geometry is Ci
(unconstrained), which appears to be a slightly distorted D3 geometry. The B3LYP
structure was most stable with D3 symmetry although a slightly higher energy Ci
structure was also found. For the tetrahydrate there was ultimately an agreement among
both levels of theory that the most stable geometry exists as an S4 structure. The
pentrahydrate was found to be most stable in a C2 geometry at both levels although Ci

Figure 3-2: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [Co(H20)n]2+, where n=l - 6.
All structures are similar with the exception of the trihydrate which is Ci at
MP2 and D3 at B3LYP (indicated by
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structures were found for both at slightly higher energies. Finally, the hexahydrate has a
preferred D2h geometry at both levels, with Th structures being slightly higher in energy.
Plots were constructed of the Co-0 bond lengths and vibrational stretching
frequencies and are shown in Figure 3-3, Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5 for HF, MP2 and
B3LYP respectively. The simulated polarized Raman spectrum for the hexaaquacobalt(II)
species can be found in Figure 3-6.
3.2.2 Discussion/Literature Comparison
The structure we found for the monohydrate complex is consistent with the
computational study by Magnusson and Moriarty

co

who found the Co-0 bond length to

be 1.932A, which is consistent with our MP2 and B3LYP results of 1.930A and 1.915A
respectively. Our HF result is slightly longer at 1.974A. This difference can be attributed
to the overestimating nature of HF calculations as well as the fact that Magnusson and
Moriarty used MP2 theory with a slightly larger basis set, 6-311+G**. No experimental
data was found regarding the monohydrate complex.
The Co-0 bond lengths for the dihydrate are 1.953, 1.912 and 1.888A for HF,
MP2 and B3LYP respectively. Overall the Co-O bond has decreased slightly when
compared to the monohydrate. No experimental or computational data was found to
compare with these results.
The most stable trihydrate complexes we found to have Co-O bond lengths of
2.007, 1.964 and 1.943A for HF, MP2 and B3LYP respectively. Although the HF and
MP2 geometries proved only to be stable at Ci symmetry, they are very close to being D3
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structures which becomes evident when comparing bond lengths and geometries. These
bond lengths are longer when compared to the mono and dihydrate values. This result can
be attributed to there being an increased number of ligands which would have the effect
of repulsion forcing the bonds to be longer. Again, no experimental or computational data
was available for comparison.
The most stable geometry for the tetrahydrate complex proved to be S4 for all
levels of theory. The Co-0 bond lengths for these structures were found to be 2.050,
2.010 and 2.003A for HF, MP2 and B3LYP respectively. Gilson and Krauss49 reported
Co-0 bond lengths of 2.050, 2.048(x2) and 2.044A in their computational study of the
unconstrained tetrahydrate complex. These results are in very good agreement with our
HF results. Because Gilson and Krauss used HF based calculations with a different basis
set, therefore our MP2 and B3LYP results cannot be compared. Their optimized
geometry was unconstrained whereas ours is highly symmetrical. Other than this study,
no others were found regarding molecular structure of tetrahydrate species.
The pentahydrate species that proved to be most stable has C2 symmetry. The
average Co-0 bond lengths are 2.120, 2.059 and 2.056A for HF, MP2 and B3LYP
respectively. In the same study as the tetrahydrate, Gilson and Krauss49 also reported an
unconstrained pentahydrate complex. The average Co-0 bond length for the complex
they optimized was 2.114A, which is in very good agreement with the results that we
found. Akesson et al.47 reported two different structures of the pentahydrate of cobalt(II),
based on CASSCF calculations using Huzinaga basis sets. They reported a trigonal
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bipyramidal structure and a square pyramidal structure, both having a mean Co-0
distance of 2.100A. These results are also in good agreement with what we have found.
The hexaaquacobalt(II) ion is the most reported of the cobalt(II) aqua ions in the
literature. We found the most stable geometry of this ion to be either D2h or Th depending
on the level of theory used. The Co-O bond distances that we found are 2.206 (avg),
2.109 and 2.114A for HF, MP2 and B3LYP respectively. There have been many
computational studies on the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion. Akesson et al.46 reported a mean
Co-0 bond distance of 2.143A from SCF calculations using Huzinaga basis sets. Gilson
and Krauss49 reported a Th constrained geometry with a Co-O distance of 2.229A and an
unconstrained geometry with a mean Co-O distance of 2.156A based on CAS-MCSCF
and MCQDPT calculations. Rulisek and Havlas56 also reported a Th constrained structure
with a Co-O bond length of 2.155A calculated using CASSCF(7,5) and CASPT2(7,5)
methods. Deeth and Randell53 found a Co-0 distance of 2.105A for a BLYP calculation
of D2h symmetry. Varadwaj and Marques57 performed calculations on the hexahydrate,
using B3LYP/6-311+G**, and found stable geometries with Q and Ci (unconstrained)
symmetry. The average Co-0 bond lengths were 2.1265A for both symmetries. Finally,
Schmiedekamp et al.54 performed a B3LYP/LACVP** calculation and found an average
Co-0 bond length of 2.12A. These computational results are all in good agreement with
the results that we have found. The subtle differences could be a result of the varying
software, theories used and basis sets. Experimental studies, primarily X-ray
crystallography, have also been reported on the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion existing as the
cation in a specific compound. Prelesnik et al.39 reported a crystal structure containing the
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nitrate anion which has an average Co-0 bond distance of 2.077A, Blackburn et al.40
investigated a bromate complex and found the mean Co-O distance to be 2.095A, Kariuki
and Jones41 studied a hydrogen phthalate complex which had an average Co-0 bond
length of 2.091A, Yotnoi et al.42 found a mean Co-0 bond length of 2.065A in a
hydroxysulfate compound and finally Cotton et al.43 report on Tutton salts containing
hexaaquacobalt(II) that have a Co-0 mean distance of 2.092A. These crystal structures
all showed very similar Co-0 bond distances and contain the hexaaqua ion in an
approximate octahedral geometry. These experimental results are all very consistent with
our computational findings and suggest that the MP2 and B3LYP results may be more
reliable than the HF results based on closeness to the experimental values, which are all
just below the 2.100A value. Both the MP2 and B3LYP methods include electron
correlation and therefore generally provide closer results when dealing with transition
metals.
Vibrational stretching frequencies were also calculated for this set of hydrated
cobalt(II) complexes as seen in Figures 3-3 to 3-5. One of the reasons for calculating
these frequencies is so that they can be compared to experimental Raman studies that
have or will be completed. They can be used to confirm or refute any experimental
Raman findings that cannot be unambiguously assigned to a specific complex. The only
solution Raman data that could be found regarding these complexes was for the hexaaqua
ion, in aqueous solution, and was reported by Irish and Brooker59. The observed
symmetric Co-0 stretch was reported at 380 cm'1 which was assigned based on an
octahedral cation. Our results include calculated Raman intensity data for the HF level of
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Figure 3-3: Co-O bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(H20)„]2+, where n=l - 6, calculated at the
HF/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 3-4: Co-O bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(H20)„]2+, where n=l - 6, calculated at the
MP2/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 3-5: Co-O bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(H20)n]2+, where n=l - 6, calculated at the
B3LYP/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 3-6: Simulated Raman plot of the hexaaqua complex based on our
HF/6-31+G* frequency calculation.

theory only, but the symmetric stretches can still be found for MP2 and B3LYP. The
symmetric stretches calculated in our work are 316, 344 and 340 cm"1 for HF, MP2 and
B3LYP. A polarized Raman plot of the hexaaqua complex, based on our HF results can
be seen in Figure 3-6. Our values underestimate the experimental band by 40 to 64 cm'1
depending on the level of theory. This result is expected due to neglect of additional
hydration spheres when performing the calculations. These underestimations are
consistent with similar studies completed previously on scandium chloro complexes60 and
zinc chloro complexes61. We have performed calculations on hexaaquacobalt(II) with a
second hydration sphere consisting of twelve water molecules in a T geometry. This
molecule proved to be stable at the HF level. The totally symmetric stretch of this further
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Figure 3-7: Hexaaquacobalt(II) dodecahydrate optimized at HF/6-31+G* with T (chiral
tetrahedral) symmetry.

hydrated cobalt(II) ion is at 354 cm"1, which is an improvement of 38 cm"1 and now only
26 wavenumbers lower than experimental. Addition of a second hydration sphere caused
the Co-O bond distances to decrease (2.138 vs. 2.205A), thereby increasing the amount
of energy required for the vibration resulting in an increased wavenumber. Therefore,
further addition of water molecules would probably bring this stretch very close to the
experimental value. The B3LYP calculation on this molecule yielded an even closer
approximation of 367 cm"1, but due to three imaginary frequencies at this level we cannot
make any definitive statements regarding the accuracy of the B3LYP calculation, since
time restrictions kept us from desymmetrizing to find a stable geometry at the B3LYP
level.
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An interesting result regarding the C-PCM calculations is that in the zero Kelvin
gas phase B3LYP calculation on the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion the D2h symmetry was
preferred over Th, but the Th geometry was preferred in the conductor-like PCM model.
The reason for this switch in stability is most likely due to the spherical symmetry of the
Th point group versus the D2h point group. The Th geometry is more spherically
symmetric and is therefore more easily incorporated into the dielectric continuum and
energetically favored.
Some general trends can be drawn from our plots of bond lengths and stretching
frequencies in Figures 3-3 to 3-5. Concerning the bond lengths, as more water ligands are
added to the cobalt, the Co-0 bond distances show a general increasing trend. This is
caused by overcrowding of the cobalt resulting in electronic repulsion between the water
ligands. The opposite trend is seen in the Co-O vibrational stretching frequencies. As the
Co-0 bond lengths increase the vibrational stretching frequencies decrease. This trend
makes sense because if a bond is longer it will take less energy to cause it to vibrate and
therefore have a corresponding frequency that is lower.
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3.3

Chlorocobalt(II) Complexes, [CoClI,(H20)m]2"n, where n=l - 4, m=0 - (6-n)
If cobalt metal or compounds of cobalt, such as the oxide, hydroxide or carbonate,

are dissolved in hydrochloric acid, crystals are obtained of cobalt(II) chloride
hexahydrate after evaporation6. This complex can be regarded as that of an octahedral
complex containing four waters with the other two waters being located close to the
chlorides5. Neutral cobalt(II) chloride is soluble in water and gives a pink color when
under the conditions of a dilute solution, with water as the solvent and at low
c

temperatures . The pink color can be associated with the hydrated Co

9-4-

ion being present.

When the temperature is raised or excess hydrochloric acid is added, the solution turns
blue in color, which is due to the presence of the tetrachloro cobalt(II) ion5.
Crystallographic methods have been used to study the neutral cobalt(II) chloride
anhydrate62, dihydrate62'63'64, the tetrahydrate65 and the hexahydrate64'66, which can be
seen as the tetrahydrate with two water molecules in the outer hydration sphere. Crystal
structures have also been reported for the pentahydrated monochloro species65, the
£*7 /TO

ZC

n(\

trichloro species as part of medicinal molecules ' , the tetrachloro species ' ' '

and

the monohydrated pentachloro species72,73. The pentachloro crystal does have five
chlorides surrounding the central Co atom, but only four of them are close enough to be
directly bound to the cobalt. Structure analysis by Waizumi also suggests that there may
be a monohydrated trichloro cobalt(II) species65. The mono-45'74'75'76, di-45'75'76'77'78, tri45,75,76,78,79,80

ancj

tetrachloro45'80'74"79 cobalt(II) complexes have been studied by using

UV/Vis spectroscopy. Infrared spectroscopy has also been used to characterize many of
the hydrated dichloro complexes62,64'81'82 as well as the hydrated tetrachloro complex62.
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Thermodynamic studies of dehydration , conductance

and heats of solution

been completed on the dichloro complexes as well as stability86,

35C1

Of

have

NMR87 and

activity investigations.
3.3.1

Results
Stable structures were found for all anhydrous chlorocobalt(II) complexes up to

and including those with four chloride ligands. These chlorocobalt complexes were
hydrated and studied further up to a hexacoordinate species. The penta and hexachloro
complexes were also studied but these structures underwent dissociation of one or more
chloride ligands. Hence, stable structures for these complexes were not found. The total
energies for the stable geometries, as well as the others that were attempted, can be found
in Table 3A.7 of the supplementary materials section. The geometries of the lowest
energy structures can be found in Figure 3-8 for the mono- and dichloro complexes and
Figure 3-9 for the tri- and tetrachloro complexes.
The anhydrous monochloro complex did not cause any symmetry problems as all
levels showed a preferred CooV symmetry. The monohydrate has C2v symmetry with the
exception of B3LYP, which preferred a planar Cs symmetry instead. There was
disagreement among levels as to which symmetry the dihydrate prefers. The MP2 level
predicts the highest symmetry at C2V, B3LYP predicts a C2 structure and HF indicates
that the stable geometry is without symmetry at Cj. The trihydrate has stable C3
structures at all levels but these do not prove to be the most stable. Higher stability
structures were found for HF and MP2 with Cs symmetry and B3LYP ultimately prefers
Ci symmetry that is very close to the Cs structure. The most stable tetrahydrate has no

symmetry at all the levels, but a slightly higher energy C2V structure was found for the HF
level. Both C2 and Ci structures were found for the pentahydrate. The Ci geometry was
preferred for all levels except MP2, where C2 was slightly lower in energy.
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Figure 3-8: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [CoCln(H20)m]2"n, where n=l - 2
and m=0 - (6-n). All symmetries marked with
indicates B3LYP, "a"
indicates MP2, otherwise all MP2 and B3LYP structures are similar.
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The anhydrous dichloro complex proved to be stable at its highest possible
symmetry of Dooh for all levels. The monohydrate is most stable in a C2v geometry for HF
and MP2, whereas Ci is preferred for B3LYP. There is agreement among levels that the
dihydrate has C2V symmetry. Stable geometries were found for the trihydrate in cis and
trans conformations, with respect to the chloride ligands. A trans-C3h geometry was found
to be stable at all levels, but was not as low in energy as the cis-Cs #3 or cis-Ci #2
structures. Ultimately the most stable geometry proved to be cis-Ci at all levels. All
levels showed a preferred cis-C2 structure for the tetrahydrate although a stable trans-C4h
structure was also found.

•4-ifc X
w

fnr>.rv HO

Figure 3-9: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [CoCln(H20)m]2"n, where n=3 - 4
and m=0 - (6-n). There was no distinction between structures for MP2 and
B3LYP.

The anhydrous trichloro species initially caused a slight issue due to some of the
optimized geometries that did not have any imaginary frequencies being higher in energy
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than those that did have imaginary frequencies. This problem was eventually solved by
attempting a Ci geometry, which was distorted from D3h, which turned out to be the
energy minimum at all levels. The monohydrate was found to have Cs symmetry at all
levels. There were three different stable geometries found for the dihydrate (only two for
the HF level). There is a C2V structure for MP2 and B3LYP with both water molecules
hydrogen bonded to the central chloride species, but this geometry is less stable than the
other two. Of the other two geometries, C2 and C|, the C2 geometry was most stable at the
MP2 level whereas HF and B3LYP showed energetic preference for the Ci structure
(which looks very similar to the C2 structure). The trihydrate was found to be stable in a
completely bound facial (fac) C3V geometry at all levels, with a meridional (mer) Ci
geometry being stable, but higher in energy.
The anhydrous tetrachloro complex preferred a tetrahedral, T<j, symmetry at all
levels. No stable structures were found for the tetrachloro complexes when water was
added. All of these structures showed either a chloride or water molecule dissociating
from the rest of the molecule and ultimately went to a four coordinate species.
No stable structures were found for the penta and hexachlorocobalt(II) complexes.
All of the geometries attempted showed dissociation of chloride ligands. Since stable
structures were not found for these complexes, they will not be discussed.
Plots of the Co-0 and Co-Cl bond lengths and vibrational stretching frequencies
were constructed and can be seen in Figure 3-10, Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12 for HF,
MP2 and B3LYP respectively. Within these plots, the lines highlighted in red indicate
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which bond lengths and stretches involve chloride ligands. Simulated polarized Raman
spectra were also created for the stable HF structures and can be found in Figure 3A-2 of
the supplementary materials section.
3.3.2 Discussion/Literature Comparison
Structural comparisons made between our results and the literature found on these
complexes will be done primarily through bond length data. The Co-O and Co-Cl bond
distances resulting from our investigations have been tabulated and can be found in Table
3A.8 of the supplementary materials section. When attempting to find structural data in
the literature to compare our computational results with, the dichlorocobalt(II) complexes
were most abundant. Morosin and Graeber63 reported a crystal structure of the
dichlorocobalt(II) dihydrate which had average Co-0 and Co-Cl bond lengths of 2.040
and 2.454A respectively. Gamo64 reported an average Co-O bond length of 1.93A for the
same complex using electron diffraction. The Co-O and Co-Cl bond distances that we
calculated for the dihydrate are 2.083 and 2.212A for MP2 and 2.095 and 2.218A for
B3LYP. Our Co-O values are in very good agreement with the experimental results, but
the Co-Cl values that we calculated seem to be short in comparison. Gamo also reported a
hexahydrated dichloro species, which essentially is octahedral with respect to four of the
water molecules with the two remaining waters being located in the second hydration
sphere. This complex was reported by Gamo to have an average Co-O bond length of
2.21A64. In their X-ray diffraction study, Waizumi et al.65 reported a similar octahedral
dichloro species in solution that had average Co-O and Co-Cl bond lengths of 2.11 and
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2.40A respectively. These two results confirm the geometry that we have calculated for
the tetraaqua dichloro species.
The C0CI3" ion has been found to exist as part of drug molecules. Tesarowicz et
al.67 and Skorska et al.68 reported various crystal structures of these C0CI3" containing
molecules which have an average Co-Cl bond length of 2.24 to 2.28A. Depending on the
level of theory, we found the Co-Cl bond length of the trichloro ion to be in the range of
2.23 to 2.31A, which is in excellent agreement with the experimental results.
The tetrachloro cobalt(II) ion was found to exist in crystal structures reported by
Waizumi et al.65 and Girma et al.69. Waizumi et al. reported an average Co-Cl bond
distance of 2.28A, while Girma et al. reported an average Co-Cl distance of 2.267A in a
[Co(0-acrylamide)6][CoCl4] complex. We found a stable tetrahedral geometry for the
anhydrous tetrachloro species which had a Co-Cl bond length of 2.36A for MP2 and
B3LYP and 2.45A for HF. The MP2 and B3LYP results are in good agreement with
experiment, with HF overestimating due to lack of electron correlation in the calculation.
A couple of crystal structures were found in the literature containing C0CI53", which is
perceived as containing a C0CI4 " group with an additional CI" contained elsewhere in the
structure. Therefore these bond lengths can be compared to our tetrachloro results. The
crystal structure of CS3C0CI5 was reported on by both Powell et al.

T)

1%
and Figgis et al. .

Powell et al. reported the average Co-Cl bond length of the tetrachloro group to be 2.34A,
while Figgis et al. reported it to be 2.252k.
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Go-O and Co-Ci HF/B-31+C* Distances
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Figure 3-10: Co-0 and Co-Cl (highlighted in red) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for
[CoCln(H20)m]2'n, where n=l - 4 and m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 3-11: Co-O and Co-Cl (highlighted in red) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for
[CoCln(H20)m]2"n, where n=l - 4 and m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the MP2/6-31+G* level.
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Co-O and Co-Cl B3LYF%-31+G* Distances
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Figure 3-12: Co-0 and Co-Cl (highlighted in red) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for
[CoCln(H20)m]2"n, where n=l - 4 and m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.
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Plots of Co-0 and Co-Cl bond lengths can be found in Figures 3-10 to 3-12.
These plots were constructed so that trends could be discovered with respect to
lengthening and shortening of bonds depending on the hydration number. From these
plots we can see that as more water molecules are added to the system there is a general
increase in the distance of the Co-0 and Co-Cl bond lengths. This trend can be
understood through increased electron-electron repulsion, due to the addition of more
water ligands.
Vibrational stretching frequency plots are accompanying the bond length plots in
each of the figures. The trends seen here are opposite of the bond lengths. As more waters
are added to the system there is a decrease in the vibrational stretching frequency value.
This is due to the increase in bond distance, causing the bond to be weaker and therefore
less energy is required to stretch the bond resulting in a lower frequency of vibration.
These results show the inverse relationship between the bond length and the magnitude of
the vibrational frequencies associated with it. The Raman active frequencies are
important to us for comparison with experiment. Simulated polarized Raman plots are
located in Figure 3A-2 the supplementary materials section. These plots are based on
Raman intensities calculated at the HF level of theory. Unfortunately no experimental
Raman data was found to compare our results with.
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3.4

Hydroxycobalt(II) Complexes, [C0(OH)n(H2O)m]2"D, where n=l - 4,
m=0 - (6-n)
The neutral complex of cobalt(II) hydroxide can be precipitated by strong bases as

either a blue or a pink solid, depending on the conditions, but only the pink form is
permanently stable7. The stable, pink, form is known as (3-Co(OH)2 with the unstable,
blue, form being a-Co(OH)2. The stable form ((3) will then dissolve in very concentrated
alkali to give a deep blue solution of [Co(OH)4]2" ions7. There have been many reports on
neutral cobalt(II) hydroxide, including; solubility in acidic and basic solutions89,
synthesis of the a-90'91'92 and |3-90,92 forms, the crystal structure of the (3-form93 and the
interconversion of the two phases94. With the exception of the anhydrous neutral
cobalt(II) hydroxide complexes a small number of the other complexes have been studied
using either ab initio computational methods or experimentation. Binding energies for the
single ligand monohydroxo species have been calculated58'95. Absorption spectra have
also been studied, by way of ab initio calculations, for hydrated four-, five- and sixcoordinate monohydroxo cobalt(II) species49'51. A computational study of the structure,
vibrational frequencies and bonding energies of Co(OH)+ has also been reported96.
Photodissociation methods have been used to determine bond energies of the anhydrous
monohydroxo species97 as well as generate the monohydrate monohydroxo species44.
Hydrolysis studies of cobalt98,99'100 have shown the existence of the monohydroxo species
as a reaction product. The monohydroxo species, as well as Co(OH>2, has also been
reported as minor inorganic cobalt species in seawater101. Evidence was found for the
existence of the tetrahydroxo cobalt(II) species in NMR-relaxation studies102 and the
deep blue color of the tetrahydroxo cobalt(II) ion has been used as a qualitative test for
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cobalt103. Spectral studies by Cotton et al.80 show evidence of the tetrahydroxo ion as well
as suggest the possibility of the monohydrated trihydroxo species.
3.4.1

Results
Stable structures were found for all hydroxide complexes up to and including

hexacoordinate tetrahydroxo species with the additional ligands being water. Calculations
were also completed on the penta and hexahydroxo complexes, but these species showed
dissociation of one or more hydroxide ligand and preferred to exist as ion pairs. Stable
structures of these ion pair complexes were not found. Total energies, as well as C-PCM
energies, for all hydroxide complexes studied can be found in Table 3A.12 of the
supplementary materials section. Optimized geometries of the stable complexes are
located in Figure 3-13 for the mono and dihydroxo complexes and in Figure 3-14 for the
tri and tetrahydroxo complexes.
The anhydrous monohydroxo complex preferred to be in a linear Ca,v structure for
all levels except B3LYP where the Co-O-H angle is bent, resulting in a stable Cs
geometry. The most stable geometry for the monohydrate depended on the level of
theory. For HF there were two stable Cs geometries found, with the non-planar geometry
being lower in energy. A C2V structure, with a linear hydroxide, was preferred for the
MP2 level, while B3LYP preferred the planar Cs geometry. The dihydrate was only stable
in a Ci geometry due to the preferentially bent nature of the hydroxide. The trihydrate
was also found to have Cj symmetry at all levels, with two different Ci structures for the
HF level. One was slightly preferred over the other, but both are very similar. The
tetrahydrate and pentahydrate geometries were both found to be Ci for all levels.
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Figure 3-13: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [Co(0H)(H2O)m]+ (top) and
[Co(OH)2(H20)m] (bottom).
indicates B3LYP geometry is different
than MP2.

For the anhydrous dihydroxo species the hydroxide ligands preferred to be bent
with all levels having a stable C2h geometry. The B3LYP level had a slight energetic
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preference for a C2 structure over C2h, but the geometry looks very similar. There were
two stable geometries found for the monohydrate complex with Cs and Ci symmetry. The
Ci symmetry is energetically preferred for all levels. The only stable geometry found for
the dihydrate and trihydrate at all levels has Ci symmetry. The tetrahydrate was also most
stable with a Ci geometry, except this structure does not have all ligands completely
bound, one of the water molecules has dissociated and is in the second hydration sphere
hydrogen bonded in a donor-acceptor fashion to a hydroxide and water molecule
respectively.
Many stable geometries were found for the anhydrous trihydroxo cobalt
complexes, with symmetry as high as C3 (HF) and as low as Ci (MP2 and B3LYP). Two
different Cs structures were also found but were less energetically favored when
compared to the C3 and Ci geometries. The energy minimum for the monohydrate was a
Ci structure that had the water molecule hydrogen bonded in a donor-donor fashion to
two hydroxide ligands. No stable structure was found where the water molecule stayed
bound to the central cobalt atom. The dihydrate was similar in that the energy minimum
geometry preferred to have at least one water molecule in the second hydration sphere
hydrogen bonded. For HF and B3LYP there are two water molecules hydrogen bonded,
both in donor-donor manners to two hydroxide ligands. The MP2 geometry only has one
water molecule in the second hydration sphere being hydrogen bonded in a donor-donor
manner to two hydroxides. In all cases of the trihydrate, the Ci geometry is preferred with
two water molecules being located in the second hydration sphere. These two water
molecules show hydrogen bonds to the central molecule.
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Figure 3-14: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [Co(OH>3(H20)m]' (top) and
[Co(OH)4(H20)m]2" (bottom).
indicates B3LYP geometry if different
than MP2.

Three stable geometries were found for the tetrahydroxo species with no water
molecules. These three geometries have symmetries of S4, C2 and Ci, with S4 being
energetically preferred at all levels. The monohydrate was also found to be stable in both
C2 (B3LYP was not stable in this geometry) and Ci geometries, with Ci being

energetically favored at all levels. Both of the structures have the water molecule being
hydrogen bonded in a donor-donor fashion to two hydroxide ligands. The Ci geometries
appear to be very close to a C2 structure. There was agreement among levels that the
dihydrate was only stable with Ci symmetry having both water molecules in the second
hydration sphere and being hydrogen bond in donor-donor fashions to hydroxide ligands.
As mentioned previously, no stable structures were found for complexes with
more than four hydroxide ligands. These complexes showed preference for ion pairs and
therefore the calculations were not taken to completion. Since we do not have any
concrete data for these complexes, they will not be discussed in the following section.
Bond length and vibrational frequency data was also tabulated for the stable
hydroxo complexes and can be found in the supplementary materials section. Plots of the
Co-0 bond lengths and vibrational stretching frequencies can be found in Figure 3-15,
Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17 for HF, MP2 and B3LYP respectively. Simulated polarized
Raman spectra can be found in Figure 3A-3 of the supplementary materials section.
3.4.2

Discussion/Literature Comparison
The geometries that we have found can primarily be confirmed by comparison

with available data from crystal structures found in the literature, or other computational
studies that have been completed on similar complexes. Something that is interesting to
note about the energy minimum structures of the monohydroxo complexes is that the
anhydrate was most stable with a linear Co-O-H for HF and MP2 calculations. This was
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also true for the monohydrate at the MP2 level. However, when more water molecules
are added, the linear hydroxyl group is no longer preferred at any level of theory.
Some previous computational work has been completed related to the anhydrous
monohydroxo species by Magnusson and Moriarty58, Ricca and Bauschlicher95 and
Trachtman et al.96. The values that we have calculated for the Co-O bond length are
1.721, 1.686 and 1.721A for the HF, MP2 and B3LYP levels respectively. Magnusson
and Moriarty calculated a Co-0 bond length of 1.744A at the MP2/6-311+G** level
which is very comparable to the values that we have found using a smaller basis set.
Ricca and Bauschlicher found the same bond length to be 1.723A using B3LYP with a
different basis set than ours, but the result is very close to our HF and B3LYP results and
only slightly higher than our MP2 value. Trachtman et al. found the Co-0 bond length to
be 1.718A using MP2 with the 6-311++G** basis set. This value is also in good
agreement with our findings. Gilson and Krauss49 have reported a computational study
containing results for the tri-, tetra- and pentahydrate species using CAS-MCSCF and
MCQDPT calculations. The single hydroxide trihydrate complex that they calculated
contained Co-0 bond lengths of 1.835 (OH) and 2.098A (avg H2O)49. These results are in
agreement with what we have found for HF as 1.832 (OH) and 2.101A (avg H2O), MP2
as 1.815 (OH) and 2.062A (avg H20) and B3LYP as 1.794 (OH) and 2.071A (avg H20).
The results Gilson and Krauss49 reported for the tetrahydrate (1.874 OH and 2.178A
H2O) and pentahydrate (1.938 OH and 2.198A H2O) are also in similar agreement with
what we have found, which can be viewed in Table 3A.13 of the supplementary materials
section.
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Figure 3-15: Co-O bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(OH)n(H20)m]2"n, where n=l - 4 and
m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 3-16: Co-O bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(OH)n(H20)m]2 n, where n=l - 4 and
m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the MP2/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 3-17: Co-O bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(OH)n(H20)m]2"n, where n=l - 4 and
m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.
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Our optimized structures for the anhydrous form of Co(OH>2 contained a Co-0
bond length of 1.816, 1.790 and 1.752A for HF, MP2 and B3LYP respectively. These
results can be compared to the crystal structure of p-Co(OH)2 reported by Mockenhaupt
et al.93. They reported Co-0 bond distance values of 2.083A for the deuterated form and
2.10A for the non-deuterated form. These experimental values are higher than our
computational results. This could be explained by the nature of their crystal structure
versus the gas-phase molecule that we calculated. Our cobalt center is surrounded by only
two hydroxide ligands whereas in the crystal structure the cobalt atom is surrounded by
six oxygen atoms. Having more oxygen atoms surrounding the cobalt center would cause
the Co-0 bond distance to be longer due to repulsion. There were no other literature
reports found regarding the remaining cobalt complexes we have investigated in this
study and therefore we have nothing to compare our optimized geometries with.
Plots were constructed of the Co-O bond lengths and vibrational stretching
frequencies and can be found in Figures 3-15 to 3-17. Within each of these plots a trend
can be seen of increasing Co-0 bond length with addition of water ligands. Consequently
there is a decrease in Co-0 vibrational stretching frequencies due to longer bond lengths
as water molecules are added. Within each of the bond distance plots there is a small
cluster of bond lengths above 3.0A which correspond to those water molecules that have
dissociated from the Co(II) center and are hydrogen bonded to the central molecule.
Raman spectroscopy will be the primary experimental technique used to identify
these compounds at high temperatures and pressures, based on the Raman active bands
that we have calculated. This experimental work has not been completed yet and no
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Raman data was found in the literature related to this set of cobalt(II) hydroxide
complexes. However, predicted polarized Raman spectra have been constructed based on
intensities calculated at the HF level of theory and can be found in Figure 3A-3 of the
supplementary materials section.
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3.5

Amminecobalt(II) Complexes, [Co(NH3)n(H20)m]2+, where n=l - 6,
m=0 - (6-n)
As mentioned previously, Co(II) complexes tend to exist in either tetrahedral or

octahedral forms. The same is true here with the ammine ions with a tetrahedral

[Co(NH3>4]2+ ion in [Co(NH3>4](Re04)2 although in other cases the hexammine ion
[Co(NH3>6]2+ is formed7. The hexammine cobalt(II) ion is the most known
aminocobalt(II) complex.

The cation has been studied by using crystallographic

methods104'105'106 as well as ab initio computational chemistry methods54'56'57. The ab
initio studies have included the electrochemical reduction of the [Co(NH3)s(H20)]2+

ion52, high versus low spin-state stability54 and structure, energetics and electron density
of the six-coordinate species57, metal substitution in carbonic anhydrase including the
triammine complex55, binding patterns in single-ligand complexes58 and also has been
used in a test of various computational methods56. There have also been some kinetic
studies of ligand detachment in the hexammine ion107'108 as well as reports on UV/Vis
absorption spectra109, energies of electronic transitions110, heat of formation111,14N NMR
based exchange studies112'113 of the amine ligands and also an IR absorption study of
hexamminecobalt(II) halides114. The hexammine and pentammine complexes have also
been used as models for oxygen uptake115. Most of the studies completed only include
six-coordinate species whereas this thesis includes all of the complexes with a
coordination number from 1 to 6.
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3.5.1 Results
The cobalt(II) ammine complexes were studied up to and including hexacoordinate species with and without water molecules. Stable geometries were found for
all of the complexes studied. Total molecular energies as well as C-PCM energies of all
the geometries studied can be found in Table 3A.16 of the supplementary materials
section. The optimized geometries of the stable species can be found in Figure 3-18 for
the mono and diammine complexes and in Figure 3-19 for the tri, tetra, penta and
hexammine complexes.
The anhydrous monoammine was stable in its highest possible symmetry of C3V at
all levels of theory. There were no symmetry problems with the monohydrate either as it
was Cs at all levels. Initially two different Cs structures were attempted for the dihydrate,
but neither was stable so the symmetry was reduced to a Ci structure which turned out to
be stable at all levels, except the MP2 energy was higher than both unstable Cs structures.
The geometry was altered slightly and a different Ci structure was found to be stable at
MP2. The trihydrate preferred C3 symmetry over C3V (unstable) at all levels. A stable Cs
geometry was found for the tetrahydrate, while the pentahydrate preferred a Ci geometry.
The anhydrous diammine was initially tried as D3d and D3h, but ultimately
preferred to have C2V symmetry. A Cs symmetry was also attempted, but the structure
seemed to revert back to the

form although the C-PCM energy was marginally lower

for the Cs geometry. Four different C2V structures were attempted for the monohydrate,
but all contained imaginary frequencies and the most stable structure ended up having Cs
symmetry. The dihydrate was stable with C2 symmetry after finding

imaginary
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frequencies and desymmetrizing the two different C2V geometries. The trihydrate was
attempted as a D3h structure, but after reducing symmetry based on an imaginary
frequency the structure became stable with D3 symmetry. Four stable geometries were
found for the tetrahydrate, Q, C2, Cs and Cj. The only stable geometries for B3LYP were
Q and Ci, whereas HF was stable in all configurations and MP2 was stable with Ct, C2
and

Ci

symmetries. All levels had energetic preference for the

Cj

(inversion center)

geometry.
The triammine with no water molecules showed agreement among levels that the
most stable structure has C3 symmetry. The monohydrate was stable with a Cs symmetry
at all levels. The dihydrate had two stable geometries at the HF and MP2 levels of Cs and
Ci. The Ci structure was more stable at both levels. At B3LYP only the Ci geometry was
stable, except at this level the Ci structure has one of the water molecules hydrogen
bonded to the central molecule, whereas the HF and MP2 structures have all the water
molecules bound to the central Co atom. The trihydrate was most stable with fac-C3
symmetry at all levels although the C-PCM energy for the mer-Cj structure is slightly
lower than that of the fac-C3 structure.
Two stable structures of C3 and Ci symmetry were found for the anhydrous
tetrammine. Although the Ci geometry is energetically preferred for the HF and MP2
levels, the structures look very similar. For B3LYP, there is very little difference in
energy between both geometries with the C3 being marginally lower. The monohydrate
has two stable structures at the HF and B3LYP levels with C2V and Ci symmetry. The C|
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trans-Ci #1
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Figure 3-18: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [Co(NH3)„(H20)m]2+, where
n=l - 2, m=0 - (6-n).
indicates only stable at MP2, "a" indicates only
stable at B3LYP.
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Figure 3-19: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [Co(NH3)„(H20)m]2+, where
n=3 - 6, m=0 - (6-n).
indicates only stable at MP2, "a" indicates only
stable at B3LYP.
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geometry is energetically favored at both levels. The stable Ci structure at B3LYP has the
water molecule hydrogen bonded to the central tetrammine, whereas the HF structure has
the water molecule bound to the cobalt center. Only the Ci symmetry was stable at the
MP2 level with a similar structure to B3LYP with the water molecule hydrogen bonded.
The most stable geometry for the dihydrate has C2 symmetry at all levels. A stable C2V
symmetrical structure was found at the HF and B3LYP levels, but is higher in energy and
therefore less stable.
A stable Ci geometry was found at all levels for the anhydrous pentammine. This
was the only stable structure found for the HF level, but there was a stable C3 structure
found at the MP2 and B3LYP levels which is more stable than the Ci structure although
not by very much and in fact the C3 and Ci structures at these two levels look very
similar. Both a Cs and a Ci geometry were found to be stable for the monohydrate. The
preference was dependent on the level of theory, with HF and B3LYP preferring the Ci
structure and MP2 preferring the Cs structure. Finally the hexammine species preferred
Ci symmetry at all levels. Only B3LYP had another stable structure with Cs symmetry,
but is higher in energy than the Ci geometry.
Bond length and vibrational stretching frequency data was collected and plots
were constructed which can be seen in Figure 3-20, Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-22 for HF,
MP2 and B3LYP respectively. Raman intensities were calculated at the HF level and
therefore simulated polarized Raman plots were able to be created and these can be found
in the supplementary materials section in Figure 3A-4.
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3.5.2

Discussion/Literature Comparison
The geometries that we have found will be compared to computational and

crystallography results reported in the literature. Garmer and Krauss55 studied the active
site of carbonic anhydrase and modeled the enzyme with [Co(NH3)3(H20)]

inserted into

the active site. They reported a Co-0 bond distance of 2.12A and an average Co-N bond
distance of 2.13A based on a HF/CEP-31G calculation. These results are consistent with
the bond lengths we have calculated at the HF level (Co-O = 2.098A, Co-N = 2.132A).
Ruh'Sek and Havlas

cz

performed ab initio calculations on the [Co(NH3)6]

A >

complex and

reported an average Co-N bond distance of 2.31A at the CASSCF(7,5)/TZVP level. This
result is in good agreement with our average Co-N bond distance which is in the range of
2.230-2.301 A depending on the level of theory. Magnusson and Moriarty58 used ab initio
methods to study binding patterns in single-ligand Co(II) complexes and reported a Co-N
bond distance in [Co(NH3)]2+ of 2.012A, which is inside the range of our lowest value
(1.985A - B3LYP) and our highest value (2.042A - HF).
Works by Schmiedekamp et al.54 and Varadwaj and Marques57 include ab initio
results on six-coordinate Co(II) complexes with ammonia and water ligands. Both of
their calculations incorporated the B3LYP hybrid density functional, but their basis sets
were different. Schmiedekamp et al. used the LAC VP** basis set while Varadwaj and
Marques used the 6-311++G** basis set which is very similar to the ones we have used
in our calculations. We plotted their results in Table 3.1 along with our B3LYP/6-31+G*
results for comparison purposes.
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Table 3.1: Geometry comparison of hexacoordinate ammine complexes with results
reported by Schmiedekamp et al.54 and Varadwaj and Marques57. All bond
lengths are averages where appropriate.
Complex

Point
Group

CO(NH3)(H20)5

Schmiedekamp

Varadwaj and
Maraues57

2.156

2.135

2.148

trans-Cj
-!W!I

2.184

JAr

Co(NH3)2(H20)4

trans-C2

2.137

wssss

Co(NH3)3(H2Q)3
Co(NHjUH^
Co(NH3)4(H20)2
Co(NH3)t

Our Results

2.208

2.228

2.152

2.252

2.192

2.212

Not Stable

trans-C2
2.264

Although attempted, we did not find a stable geometry for the trans-C2 geometry
of [Co(NH3)2(H20)4]2+. The only significant difference is between the Co-O bond length
that Schmiedekamp et al. found for their monoaquapentammine complex (2.209 A) and
what we found for ours (2.357 A). Other than that, all of our results are very comparable
to what they have found in their studies. However, Schmiedekamp et al. and Varadwaj
and Marques did not study the ammine complexes that have fewer than six ligands,
whereas we studied all complexes with a coordination of 1 to 6.
Two crystal structures of [Co(NH3)6Cl2] were found in the literature that contain
the Co(II) hexammine ion. These structures were reported by Barnet et al.104 and
Newman et al.105. Barnet et al.104 reported a Co-N bond distance of 2.114A, while
Newman et al.105 reported a slightly longer Co-N bond length of 2.170A. Both of these
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values are a little bit shorter than the range that we have calculated for the Co-N bond
length of 2.230-2.301 A. No other crystal structures were found in the literature for the
other ammine complexes.
There is something interesting to note regarding the C-PCM results. Two of the
complexes, [Co(NH3>3]2+ and [Co(NH3)3(H20)3]2+, showed lower C-PCM energies for an
optimized geometry that is not the energy minimum. Firstly, the anhydrous species is
most stable in a C3 geometry, but the C-PCM result indicated that the Ci geometry is
more stable when contained in an aqueous dielectric continuum. The same result can be
seen for the trihydrate species, the C3 geometry is lowest in energy for the gas-phase
calculation, whereas the Ci geometry is preferred in the dielectric continuum calculation.
Plots were created of the Co-0 and Co-N bond lengths and vibrational stretching
frequencies which can be seen in Figures 3-20 to 3-22. These plots showcase the trends in
the bond lengths and stretching frequencies as more ligands, either ammonia or water, are
added to the system. As more water molecules are added to the cobalt center, the longer
the bond distances become. Due to the closeness of the Co-O and Co-N bond lengths, all
of the Co-N bond lengths have been plotted using a dark green plus sign (+) to
distinguish one from the other. A couple of the lowest energy structures contained a
water molecule which is hydrogen bonded to the central cobalt molecule. The Co-0 bond
lengths of these hydrogen bonded water molecules have been left out of the plots so that
the rest of the data points could be spread out and the trends could be seen more clearly.
The stretching frequency plots show the opposite trend of the bond length plots. As more
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Figure 3-20: Co-N (+) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(NH3)„(H20)m]2+, where
n=l - 6 and m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 3-21: Co-N (+) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(NH3)„(H20)m]2+, where
n=l - 6 and m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the MP2/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 3-22: Co-N (+) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(NH3)„(H20)m]2+, where
n=l - 6 and m=0 - (6-n), calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.
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ammonia or water ligands are added to the system, the vibrational stretching frequencies
associated with the given ligand are lower.
No experimental Raman data was found to compare with the polarized Raman
plots that we have generated, which can be seen in Figure 3A-4 of the supplementary
materials section. However, Bertin et al.114 have reported IR absorption frequencies of
hexamminecobalt(II) complexes with halides which contain a Co-N stretch in the range
of 308-318 cm"1, depending on the halide. This value is very close to the values we found
of 302, 322 and 310 cm"1 for HF, MP2 and B3LYP respectively.
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HYDRATED COBALT(II)
MIXED-LIGAND COMPLEXES

CHAPTER FOUR

4.1

Cobalt(II) Mixed-Ligand Complexes
The cobalt(II) complexes with mixed ligands were also studied. These complexes

include the chlorohydroxo complexes [CoCln(OH)m(H20)i]2'n"m, the chloroammine
complexes

[CoCln(NH3)m(H20)i]2'n

and

the

hydroxoammine

complexes

[C0(0H)n(NH3)m(H20)i]2"n. These sets of complexes have not been extensively studied in
the literature like the single-ligand complexes. There have been specific gravity and
molecular volume studies of some of the chloroammine complexes86, specifically
dichloro complexes with two, four, five and six ammonia molecules. There have also
been

kinetic

ligand

detachment

studies of

the

monochloropentammine

and

i r\o

dichlorotetrammine complexes . A theoretical study of metal substitution for the active
site of carbonic anhydrase included a tetrahedral monohydroxotriammine complex, in
which geometries and energetics were calculated55. Two of the chlorohydroxo complexes
(CoClOH and C0CI2OH") were mentioned in the cobalt(II) chloride complexation study
by Migdisov et al.76 in relation to fitting the absorption spectra of the chloride complexes
with these mixed-ligand complexes, but indicated that the results were not reliable. Other
than the reports mentioned, the literature on mixed-ligand cobalt(II) complexes with
chloride, hydroxide and ammonia seem to be scarce.
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4.2

Chlorohydroxocobalt(II) Complexes, [CoCln(OH)m(H20)i]2",,',I\ where
n=l - 3, m=l - (4-n), 1=0 - (6-n-m)
This set of complexes was studied up to and including the overall six-coordinate

species with various combinations of chloride, hydroxide and water. All complexes have
at least one chloride and one hydroxide ligand. Although they were attempted, no stable
structures were found for species with a combination of chloride and hydroxide ligands
greater than four. Many of these complexes tended to form ion pairs. No computational
or experimental data was found in the literature therefore the discussion will be limited to
comparison of the optimized structures we have found as well as bond distance and
vibrational stretching frequency trends.
4.2.1

Results
Total energies have been tabulated for all successfully optimized geometries and

can be seen in Table 4A.1 in the supplementary materials section for this chapter. The
optimized geometries of stable structures can be seen in Figure 4-1 for chlorohydroxo
and chlorodihydroxo complexes and Figure 4-2 for chlorotrihydroxo, dichlorohydroxo,
dichlorodihydroxo, dichlorotrihydroxo and trichlorohydroxo complexes.
The chlorohydroxo complex, [CoCl(OH)], did not cause any symmetry problems
as it was found to have Cs symmetry at all levels. We did not attempt a linear structure
due to the realization previously, when studying hydroxide complexes, that the hydroxyl
group prefers to be bent. Two different Cs structures we attempted initially for the
monohydrate, [CoC1(OH)(H20)], but neither were stable and the lowest energy structure
ended up having Ci symmetry at all levels. The dihydrate also ended up having Ci
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symmetry at all levels. The trihydrate showed preference for a structure having one water
molecule being hydrogen bonded to the rest of the molecule in a donor-acceptor fashion
to a hydroxide and water ligand respectively. The tetrahydrate presented a similar result,
except now two water molecules are hydrogen bonded to the central molecule.

Ci [4+11
Ci [4+2]

Cia [3+1]

Ci [4+2]

Figure 4-1: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [CoCl(OH)m(H20)i]1"m, where
m=l - 2,1=0 - (5-m).
indicates only stable at MP2, "a" indicates only
stable at B3LYP.
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The next set of complexes studied were the chlorodihydroxo species,

[CoC1(OH)2]". Initially two different C2v structures were attempted, but neither of these
structures was stable at MP2 and B3LYP. One C2V structure, with the hydroxides angled
towards the chloride, was stable at HF. One Cs structure, which appears to be very similar
to the C2v structure, was found to be stable at the MP2 level. Overall, a Ci geometry was
found (very similar to the C2v geometry) that was lowest in energy at all levels. There
were a few different geometries attempted for the monohydrate species, including three
different C2V geometries, two different Cs geometries and a Ci geometry. One of the Cs
geometries was stable at both HF and MP2. However, the Ci geometry was found to be
more stable for the MP2 level. The only stable geometry found for B3LYP was the Cj,
except, unlike the HF and MP2 levels, the B3LYP structure was found to have the water
molecule dissociated from the cobalt center and hydrogen bonded, in a donor-donor
fashion, to both the hydroxide ligands. There was agreement among levels that the
dihydrate has C\ symmetry, with one water molecule being hydrogen bonded. Two
different Ci structures were found, both of them having a hydrogen bonded water
molecule, with the difference being the position of the hydrogen bonded water molecule.
The second Ci structure that was calculated was the lowest in energy at all levels. Five
different Cs geometries were attempted for the trihydrate, but none of them were stable at
any level. A Ci geometry was attempted based on the lowest energy Cs geometry which
gave a stable geometry at each level. None of the structures had all ligands completely
bound to the central cobalt atom. At all levels the stable Ci geometry has two water
molecules hydrogen bonded to the central complex.
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Figure 4-2: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [CoCln(OH)m(H20)i]1"n*m, where
n=l - 3, m=l - 3,1=0 - (6-n-m).

The anhydrous chlorotrihydroxo complex, [CoC1(OH)3]2', showed its highest
stability in a C3 symmetrical geometry for all levels. When water molecules were added
to this system, chloride ions dissociated and we were left with an ion pair. No optimized
geometries were found for any of these hydrated species and therefore no stable
geometries were available to report.
A couple of different stable geometries were found for the anhydrous
dichlorohydroxo complexes, [CoCbCOH)]". Two different Cs geometries were attempted,
with both of them being stable at B3LYP and only Cs #2 (planar) being stable at HF and
MP2. The most stable structure for this complex was dependent on the level of theory
used. The preferred geometry for HF was a Ci structure that is very similar to the planar
Cs geometry, MP2 was most stable with the planar Cs geometry and B3LYP preferred the
bisected Cs geometry. Two different Ci (the first almost planar, the second with the
hydroxide pointing outward) geometries were found for the monohydrate. Ultimately all
levels preferred the second Ci structure over the first. The dihydrate was found to be
stable with Cs symmetry at all levels. The only difference among the levels for the
dihydrate is that MP2 and B3LYP prefer the water molecules to be hydrogen bonded to
the anhydrous center. Only a Ci geometry, with two hydrogen bonded water molecules,
was found to be stable at all levels for the trihydrate.
The anhydrous dichlorodihydroxo complex, [CoCl2(OH)2]2", preferred C2
symmetry at all levels after initially attempting two different C2v structures. All
geometries that were calculated for the monohydrate formed ion pairs as chloride ions
dissociated from the rest of the molecule. Stable structures were found, with a Cs
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structure having the lowest energy at the HF level and a Ci structure being preferred by
MP2 and B3LYP. Both of these structures have one chloride ion being hydrogen bonded
to the water molecule. Similar to the monohydrate, all structures found for the dihydrate
became ion pairs when optimized. A stable Cs geometry was found for MP2 with the two
water molecules dissociated and hydrogen bonded to one of the hydroxide ligands and a
chloride ligand also dissociated and hydrogen bonded to the two water molecules. The
most stable structure found for this complex has Ci symmetry with one water molecule
and one chloride ligand dissociated and hydrogen bonded to the central molecule.
The anhydrous trichlorohydroxo complex, [CoCl3(OH)]2', was found to be stable
with Cs symmetry at all levels. There was agreement among levels that the most stable
structure for the monohydrate has Ci symmetry (ion pair with a hydrogen bonded
chloride). The dihydrate also was most stable as an ion pair (hydrogen bonded chloride)
with Ci symmetry at all levels.
These results have been summarized in Table 4.1. Only the stable geometries are
included, with the energy minimum for each complex highlighted in yellow. The
formation of ion pairs is indicated by the "IP" after the point group symmetry label.
Coordination number of the Co(II) center is represented by the first number in the
brackets. The labels without brackets indicate the coordination number is equal to the
number of ligands.
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Table 4.1: Stable Geometries of [CoCln(OH)m(H20)i]2"n"m, with lowest energy
symmetries highlighted in yellow.

4.2.2

n

m

I
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
2

1

2

2

1
1

2
3

0

2

1

0

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
2

1
2
3
0

1
2
3
4
0

1

3

CS

c,
c,
C, [4+1]
Ci [4+2]
C 2v #2,Ci
C»#1,C,
C s #2, Ci #1 [4+1],
Ci #2 [4+1]

CI [4+2]
C3, Ci

Stable Geometries
Cs

c,
Ci
C, [4+1]
Ci [4+2]
C s , Ci
C s #l,Ci
C s #1 [3+2], C, #1
[4+1], Ci #2 [4+1]
Ci [4+2]
c3, Ci

Cs
C,

c,
C, [4+1]

c, [4+2]
c,
Ci [3+1]

C, #1 [4+1],
Ci #2 [4+1]
Ci [4+2]

C3,Q

Ci #1, Ci #2
Cs [3+2]
Ci [4+2]

C s #l,Cs#2,
Ci #l ,Ci#2
Ci#l,Ci#2
C s [3+2]
Ci [4+2]

c2

c2

c2

Cs #2 [4+1] IP,
Ci [4+1] IP
C s #1 [3+3] IP,
Ci #2 [4+2] IP
C s #2

C s #2, C,

#l,Ci#2

C, #1, Ci #2
Cs
Ci [4+2]

2

2

1

C s #2 [4+1] IP,
Ci [4+1] IP

2

2

2

Ci #2 [4+2] IP

3
3
3

1
1
1

0
1
2

Cs#2
Ci [4+1] IP
Cs [5+1] IP

C s #2, Cj#l,Ci#2

Ci [4+1] IP
Cs [5+1] IP

Ci [4+1] IP
Ci #2 [4+2] IP
Cs#2
Ci [4+1] IP
Cs [5+1] IP

Discussion/Literature Comparison
No data was found in the literature to compare our stable geometries with.

Therefore we can neither confirm nor deny that our structures are viable with respect to
experimentation or other computational methods. We can however comment on the
trends observed within the bond length and vibrational stretching frequency plots
constructed at each of the three levels of theory. Within the bond length figures there is a
general trend of increasing Co-0 and Co-Cl bond distance as more water molecules are
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added to the system. However, when there are ion pairs, shown by the small cluster of
Co-Cl bond lengths greater than 4A, the trend is reversed. This could be caused by the
dissociated chloride anion hydrogen bonding to the central complex, thereby stabilizing
the structure, resulting in shorter bond distances. There is also a cluster of Co-0 bond
distances at approximately 3.5A, which is a result of water molecules dissociating and
forming hydrogen bonds to the central complex. These trends are found with all three
levels of theory. As mentioned in previous sections, when the bond lengths increase, the
vibrational stretching frequencies associated with those bonds decrease. As the bond
length trend reverses, the stretching frequency trend also changes. This trend with respect
to the frequencies is also found with all levels of theory.
Since our results are going to be primarily used to compare with experimental
Raman data gathered by our colleagues at the University of Guelph, we have constructed
Raman spectra based on the Raman intensities calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level of
theory. These plots will be beneficial in the assignment of the experimental Raman
bands. These plots are located in Figure 4A-1 of the appendix for Chapter 4.
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Figure 4-3: Co-Cl (+) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [CoCln(OH)m(H20)i]2 n"m,
where n=l - 3, m=l - (4-n) and 1=0 - (6-n-m), calculated at the HF/6-31+G* level.
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Figure 4-4: Co-Cl (+) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [CoCln(OH)m(H20)i]2 n m,
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Figure 4-5: Co-Cl (+) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [CoCln(OH)m(H20)i]2'n"m,
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4.3

Chloroamminecobalt(II) Complexes, [CoClB(NH3)m(H20)j]2n, where n=l - 4,
m=l - (6-n), 1=0 - (6-n-m)
This set of complexes was studied up to and including the six-coordinate

complexes with various combinations of chloride, ammonia and water ligands. Every
complex has at least one chloride and one ammonia ligand. No stable structure was found
for the pentachloro monoammine complex. Stable structures were found for all of the
other combinations, although a few of them were not stable as completely bound
structures as they preferred to have hydrogen bonded water or ammonia ligands and in a
couple of cases an ion pair was preferred. Although a couple of experimental studies have
been completed, no literature data was found regarding bond length or vibrational
frequency data for this set of complexes. Therefore, the discussion of the chloroammine
species will be restricted to our findings regarding geometries, bond length and
vibrational stretching frequency trends.
4.3.1

Results
Total energies have been collected and tabulated for all optimized geometries

attempted, whether stable or not (shaded numbers indicate instability), and can be found
in Table 4A.7 of the supplementary materials section for Chapter 4. The optimized MP2
and B3LYP geometries for the stable structures can be seen in Figure 4-6 for all
monochloroammine complexes, Figure 4-7 for the dichloroammine complexes and
Figure 4-8 for the trichloroammine and tetrachloroammine complexes. Due to the large
number of stable geometries found for this set of complexes, the minimum energy
structures are listed in Table 4.2. The lowest energy (most stable) structures are
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Table 4.2: Stable Geometries of [CoCln(NH3)m(H20)i]2n, with lowest energy point
group symmetries highlighted in yellow.
Stable Geometries
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highlighted in yellow. Other structures, that may have higher symmetry, have been
attempted for most complexes, but contained imaginary frequencies indicating that they
are not stable species. These geometries are tabulated in the supplementary materials
section. The formation of ion pairs is indicated by the "IP" after the point group
symmetry label.
4.3.2

Discussion/Literature Comparison
The easiest way to confirm if our calculated geometries are viable is to compare

our structures with those in the literature. Specific gravity and molecular volume studies
by Clark et al.

include the dichloroammine complexes and kinetic ligand detachment

studies by Lilie et al.

1 fift
include the monochloropentammine and dichlorotetrammine

complexes, but no structural data was given. No structural information was found in the
literature for the chloroammine complexes, therefore there is no data to compare with
what we have found. However, we do have trends within our bond length and vibrational
frequency plots that need to be discussed.
Within the bond distance plots three different symbols are used, +, x and |, to
distinguish between the Co-N, Co-Cl and Co-O bond lengths respectively. Each of these
has a trend of increasing bond length, for a given complex, when more water molecules
are added to the system. The trends become less clear when there are more chloride
ligands. With more chloride ligands there is a greater tendency for water and chloride
ligand dissociation and subsequent hydrogen bonding to the central molecule. The effect
is usually a small increase in stabilization (decrease in total energy) of the central
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Figure 4-6: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [CoCl(NH3)m(H20)i]+, where
m=l - 5,1=0 - (5-m).
indicates only stable at MP2, "a" indicates only
stable at B3LYP.
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Figure 4-7: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [CoCl2(NH3)m(H20)i], where
m=l - 4,1=0 - (4-m).
indicates only stable at MP2, "a" indicates only
stable at B3LYP.
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Figure 4-8: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [CoCl„(NH3)m(H20)i], where
n=3 - 4, m=l - (6-n), 1=0 - (6-n-m).
indicates only stable at MP2, "a"
indicates only stable at B3LYP.

molecule, thereby resulting in slightly shorter bond lengths. Something to note regarding
the bond distance plots is that the bond lengths of dissociated ligands were not included.
This allowed for the rest of the graph to be spread out so that the trends could be easily
identified. Once again the inverse relationship between bond distance and stretching
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frequency is observed. A lot of the stretches were mixes of two or more of the Co-Cl,
Co-N and Co-0 stretches as suggested by the overlap of the characteristic symbols.
Once again, calculated Raman spectra were constructed based on the intensities
calculated at the HF level. We were not able to compare with any experimental results,
but these will be useful for future work that will be completed by our colleagues.
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Figure 4-9: Co-Cl (+), Co-N (x) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for
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Figure 4-11: Co-Cl (+), Co-N (x) and Co-O (j) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for
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4.4

Hydroxoamminecobalt(II) Complexes, [C0(NH3)B(OH)m(H2O)i]2"m, where
n=l - 5, m=l - (5-n), 1=0 - (6-n-m)
The hydroxoammine complexes were studied up to and including all the

combinations of hexacoordinate complexes. Each molecule investigated has at least one
hydroxide ligand and one ammonia ligand. Stable structures were found for all
combinations of ligands with four or less hydroxide ligands. When there are more than
four hydroxide ligands, there is a lot of ligand dissociation. Some of the complexes do
not have a completely bound set of ligands as hydrogen bonding is sometimes more
energetically favored. Very few studies were found in the literature that contained
hydroxoammine complexes. Therefore, our discussion will be restricted to what we have
found regarding geometries, bond length trends and vibrational frequency trends.
4.4.1

Results
The total molecular energies for all optimized structures were tabulated in Table

4A.13 of the Chapter 4 supplementary materials. The stable MP2 and B3LYP structures
are in Figure 4-12 for the hydroxomonoammine complexes, Figure 4-13 for the
hydroxodiammine complexes and Figure 4-14 for the remaining complexes.
The point group symmetries for the stable complexes have been recorded in Table
4.3. The energy minimum structure for each species is highlighted in yellow. Other
symmetrical geometries may have been calculated, but were not stable, and are located in
Table 4A.13 of the Chapter 4 appendix. No ion pair formation was seen with this set of
complexes, therefore any dissociation (indicated by the brackets) seen is attributed to
either water or ammonia ligands (both neutral).
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Table 4.3: Stable Geometries of [Co(NH3) n (()H) m (H20)i] 2 " m , with point group of the
lowest energy geometry highlighted in yellow.
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Figure 4-12: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [Co(NH3)(OH)m(H20)i]2-m,
where m=l - 4,1=0 - (5-m).
indicates only stable at MP2, "a" indicates
only stable at B3LYP.
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Figure 4-13: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [Co(NH3)2(OH)m(H20)I]2-m,
where m=l - 4,1=0 - (4-m).
indicates only stable at MP2, "a" indicates
only stable at B3LYP.
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Figure 4-14: Optimized MP2 and B3LYP geometries for [Co(NH3)n(OH)m(H20)i]2"m,
where n=3 - 5, m=l - (6-n), 1=0 - (6-n-m).
indicates only stable at
a
MP2, " " indicates only stable at B3LYP.
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4.4.2

Discussion/Literature Comparison
To confirm our geometries we would like to compare with experimental or other

computational works found in the literature. However, the only mixed hydroxoammine
complex that was found was contained in a study on the active site of carbonic anhydrase
by Garmer and Krauss55. Within their study they performed calculations on monohydroxo
triammine using UHF/CEP-31G. Their resulting structural information included mean
Co-0 and Co-N bond distances of 1.86 and 2.17A respectively which are equivalent to
our HF/6-31+G* values of 1.849 and 2.171 A. Unfortunately no other studies were found
containing these mixed complexes and therefore we have nothing to compare with any of
our remaining geometries.
Plots containing Co-0 and Co-N bond lengths and vibrational stretching
frequencies (Figure 4-15, Figure 4-16 and Figure 4-17) have been created and are located
below. The general trend within all the bond distance plots is that the Co-0 and Co-N
bond distances increase as more water molecules are added to the given complex. There
are also small clusters of bond lengths greater than 3A, which is a result of ligand (water
or ammonia) dissociation. There was no ion pair formation among this set of complexes
(i.e. no dissociation of hydroxide ligands). An inverse relationship exists between the
bond distances and the vibrational stretching frequencies associated with those bonds.
This is evident when looking at both the bond distance and frequency plots side by side.
As the bond lengths are increasing the vibrational stretching frequencies are decreasing to
lower wavenumbers. Another thing to take note of in regard to the frequency plots is that
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there are some frequencies which have both the "+" and the "|" label. This indicates that
at this frequency there are both Co-N and Co-0 stretches.
Raman intensity plots were created from the data obtained that the HF/6-31+G*
level of theory. Although no experimental data could be found related to Raman activity
for this set of complexes, it is still of importance to our colleagues to have this
information for comparison with their experimental Raman work in the future. Plots were
constructed for all the HF energy minimum structures and are located in Figure 4A-3 of
the Chapter 4 appendix. Having this information will help in either assigning or
confirming the experimental Raman bands.
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Figure 4-16: Co-N (+) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(NH3)n(OH)m(H20)i]2'm,
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Figure 4-17: Co-N (+) and Co-O (|) bond lengths (left) and vibrational stretching frequencies (right) for [Co(NH3)n(OH)m(H20)i]2'm,
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.1

CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE WORK

Conclusions
The primary goal of this research project was to predict possible corrosion

products containing cobalt(II) that may exist inside the environment of a CANDU
Gen-IV Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR). This work will complement
experimental Raman work that will be completed by our colleagues at the University of
Guelph. The ligands of the cobalt(II) corrosion products were expected to be water,
chloride, hydroxide, ammonia and combinations thereof and therefore any predictions
would be based on ab initio computational chemistry calculations, in which we would
model the possible combinations of ligands with the Co(Il) metal center. Based on the
results, some predictions could be made regarding the complexes that may be the best
candidates as corrosion products in the extreme conditions of the reactor environment.
Due to our study being completely computational, it would be very difficult to narrow the
list of possible corrosion products to one or even 10. This is a result of corrosion being
caused by a set of chemical reactions which depend on physical properties as well as
radiation. Therefore all the reactions and thermodynamic conditions need to be taken into
consideration before better predictions to be made. For that reason, what we will do is go
through each set of complexes and provide a list of what we think might be the best
candidates based on our results as well as experimental data that supports the existence of
these complexes.
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5.1.1

Aquacobalt(II)
Stable structures were found for all of the species studied here up to the hexaaqua

complex. Due to the fact that all of these species are cations with a 2+ charge (water is a
neutral ligand), they could not act alone and would require some kind of anion to form an
overall neutral complex which could then be precipitated inside the pipes and valves of
the reactor. However, of the six structures that we found here the most likely to be
involved in a corrosion product inside the SCWR would be the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion,
•y.

[Co(H20>6] . As discussed in Chapter 3, many crystal structures have been reported that
contain the hexaaquacobalt(II) ion as a part of the overall crystal structure.
5.1.2 Chlorocobalt(II)
With this set of complexes, both water and chloride ligands were added to the
Co(II) center. There is a good chance that chloride will play some sort of role in the
reactor because of it leaking in through the coolant system (river water). Unlike a water
ligand, chloride ligands carry with them a single negative charge. Therefore, with these
complexes have the possibility of having negative, neutral or positive overall charges.
Due to the need of a neutral complex for precipitation to occur, the most likely complexes
here are those containing cobalt(II) chloride, C0CI2. This includes those studied with
water ligands as well, up to the six-coordinate CoCl2(H20)4 species. This is not to say
that the remaining species are not likely to exist, but they would need some kind of
counter ion (i.e. anion if only one CI" ligand and cation if more than one CI" ligand). Also,
based on our calculations, we can rule out any Co(II) complexes that contain more than
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four chloride ligands. These complexes showed dissociation of one or more of the
chloride ligands indicating their instability as a completely bound species.
5.1.3 Hydroxocobalt(II)
Once again we have a ligand that has a single negative charge. Thus the predicted
complexes to be involved here include those containing neutral Co(OH>2. This species'
insolubility in an aqueous and acidic/basic environments89 makes it a good candidate for
precipitation inside the aqueous, high temperature/pressure environment. The
monohydroxo species may also be good candidates if an anion is scavenged inside the
reactor to form a neutral species.
5.1.4 Amminecobalt(ll)
The ammonia ligand is neutral, which means all the complexes studied here will
have an overall 2+ charge. Based on cobalt(II) tending to exist in either a tetrahedral or
octahedral form and on experimental evidence7,104"106'114 the most likely candidates here
are the tetramminecobalt(II) and hexamminecobalt(II) species. We found various stable
structures for these two species, with and without water ligands, and they could prove to
be very likely to exist within the reactor provided they combine with some other small
anionic species (i.e. chloride seems like a possible candidate) to form a neutral complex.
5.1.5 Chlorohydroxocobalt(II)
This set of mixed complexes, to a certain degree, brings together the idea that the
single-ligand complexes of Co(OH)+ and CoCl+ could be realistic possibilities. If the
monohydroxo species combines with free chloride or the monochloro species combines
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with free hydroxide in the reactor environment you would end up with some sort of
mixed complex containing both ligands. The neutral complex here would contain
CoCl(OH) with or without water ligands. Based on the calculations we have completed
and the resulting stable structures we have found of this sort, the CoCl(OH) species seem
to be a possible candidate for existence in the SCWR. The addition of more chloride or
hydroxide ligands to this complex would require an additional cation to create a neutral
complex. With additional CI" and OH" ligands added to the central Co(II) the results tend
to prefer the formation of ion pairs, which indicates the complexes are not stable in a
completely bound form. Therefore having fewer chloride and hydroxide ligands seems to
be favorable.
5.1.6 Chloroammiiiecobalt(II)
The ammonia complexes by themselves are all 2+ cations. With the addition of
chloride to the mix, neutral complexes can be created. Any of the complexes containing
C0CI2 plus the ammonia ligands would be neutral complexes and therefore have a
possibility of existence as a corrosion product. With Co(II) complexes tending to exist in
tetrahedral and octahedral geometries we can narrow the list down a little bit. This would
leave us with four and six coordinate complexes containing two chloride ligands. These
include [CoCl2(NH3)2] [CoCl2(NH3)2(H20)2] and [CoCl2(NH3)4]. We have found six
computationally stable complexes that fit these descriptions. These would be considered
our best guess at the probable chloroammine complexes to exist in the reactor. The
species with more than two chloride ligands tend to prefer ion pairs, indicating they may
not be as stable as the dichloroammines.
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5.1.7

Hydroxoamminecobalt(II)
Predicting the hydroxoammine complexes is similar to the chloroammine

complexes. Neutral complexes in a tetrahedral or octahedral arrangement will probably
be

most

influential,

therefore

we

are

limited

to

[Co(NH3)2(OH)2],

[Co(NH3)2(OH)2(H20)2] and [Co(NH3)4(OH)2]. We have calculated eight different
geometries that fit these descriptions in one way or another. Included in the eight are

[Co(NH3)2(OH)2(H20)] (water has dissociated and H-bonded leaving a four-coordinate
species), [Co(NH3)2(OH)2(H20)2] (both waters have dissociated and H-bonded leaving a
four-coordinate species) and [Co(NH3)3(OH)2] (one of the ammonia ligands has
dissociated and H-bonded, leaving a four-coordinate species). Although complexes with
more ammonia ligands and one less hydroxide ligand were found to be stable, these
species would have an overall positive charge thereby requiring another anion to create a
neutral species that could precipitate and cause corrosion.
5.2

Future Work
Within this thesis we have completed the ab initio investigations of Co(II) with

possible ligands of water, chloride, hydroxide, ammonia and combinations thereof. This
research can be taken further by studying the complexes that contain all of these ligands
(i.e. [CoC1(OH)(NH3)]), which were not considered here due to time restrictions. When
the experimental Raman studies are completed these results will also be used for
comparison and unknown Raman band assignment.
Also, cobalt(II) is not the only transition metal species that is likely to exist inside
the SCWR reactor environment. The construction materials used to build the reactor will
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likely be some type of metal alloy and hence there is a good chance of having nickel, iron
and chromium dissolve and contaminate the reactor environment as well. If these species
are existing inside the reactor they too can form corrosion products and also be a
problem. There is also the potential for other ligands to be involved in the formation of
corrosion products. These potential candidate ligands are carbonyl (CO), carboxylic acids
(e.g. humate and formate), bisulfide (HS), porphyrins and arsenates due to their ability to
form stable complexes with transition metals and also their potential availability to be
present inside the reactor environment. So the ab initio studies that have been applied to
Co(II) complexes can be extended to include these other transition metal complexes as
well as some, if not all, of the other ligands mentioned. The studies of nickel(II) and
iron(II) are currently being worked on in our research group.
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